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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND RESEARCH OF THIS PAPER
Works in Education Frequently Refer to the Use
of Pictures as Textbook Illustrations .
An investigation of the social studies material
now available concerning pictures as textbook illus-
trations discloses tnat the authors of social studies
textbooks, teachers of the social studies, and others
interested in the social studies consider pictures to
be useful and valuable textbook illustrations. Bining
and Bining1 state that "Pictures in the textbook are
often neglected by teachers and pupils. If they are
good, they deserve to be studied. Time should be spent
on the most important ones.' 1 ^ They also state tnat°
"
. . . . the careful study of pictures, when rightly
directed, may stimulate interest, aid tne imagination.
Bining, A. C. and Bining, D. H. Teaching tne Social
Studies in Secondary Schools
.
McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Nev/ York, 1941.
2
Ibid ., p. 281.
Ibid., p. 280.
- 1-
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2and play an important part in teaching. Many a worthy
lifelong ideal has resulted from a pupil* s interpreta-
tion and understanding of a picture.”
Henry Johnson1 states in his Teaching of Hi story in
Chapter VIII, ’’MAKING THE PAST REAL”,
Pictorial illustration has long been a
familiar feature of American textbooks in nis-
tory. In the older books the connection be-
tween the pictures and the text was often too
obscure to encourage any special use of the
pictures, and this may have been a merit, for
many of the pictures were absurdly unhistor-
ical. In the newer books the pictures, while
still often offensively imaginative, are usual-
ly placed where they fit the text and are accom-
panied by the kind of verbal description which
is needed to make pictures really intellig-
ible.
2
In Chapter IX, ” THE USE OP MODELS AND PICTURES”, Johnson
gives examples of the use of ”... . fanciful and whol-
ly incorrect illustrations .... 11
3
in textbooks.
McKown and Roberts4 devote pages 110-113 of their
textbook Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction to a discussion
of textbook illustrations. The following quotation is
taken from these pages.
At the present time textbook illustrat-
ing represents a large area in the publishing
field, one in which a great deal of time.
1 Johnson, Henry Teaching of History In Element ary and
Secondary Schools With Applications to Alli ed Studies
,
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1940.
2 Ibid., p. 163.
5 Ibid
., pp. 190,192
4 McKown, H. C. and Roberts, A. 3. Audio -Visual Ai ds To
Instruction
.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1940.
-\
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3effort, and money is invested No
longer are illustrations hurriedly collect-
ed, undiscriminatingly selected, and care-
lessly dumped in for ornamental purposes*
Potential illustrations and the methods of
presenting them are studied and experimen-
ted with on the basis of modern physiological
and psychological knowledge and as a result
our textbooks are being continuously improved.
Illustrations are being used more liberally
than ever before and they are more functional
because they are deliberately designed to in-
terpret, enrich, and supplement the text.
In fact, the illustrations of a good modern
textbook are integral parts of it.^
The opinion that a good picture is as valuable as
any printed descriptive page in imparting concrete infor-
mation and that the one should enrich and interpret the
other is expressed by Anna Verona Dorris. 2 She holds that
to devote a full page of a textbook to a significant pic-
ture that is directly related to the text undoubtedly
means economy and greater efficiency in teaching - such a
picture is of great value in developing a lesson, for
every child has a copy before him together with the des-
criptive text. The picture can be studied often and inten-
sively, and it can be used effectively in group study as
a source of information for the solution of problems that
1 Ibid
. ,
p. 111.
2
Dorris, Anna V. Visual Instruction in the Publi c Scnools ,
Grinn and Company, Boston, 1§28"
•
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4arise during group discussions. 1
Ernest Horn2 emphasises the value of pictures as
textbook illustrations, but he also criticizes their use
in history textbooks.
No other method of providing the pic-
tures necessary to clarify and enrich the
text has as many advantages as that of in-
cluding them in the textbooks themselves.
These pictures are likely to be more per-
tinent to instruction and more adequate
than those that the teacher is able to se-
lect independently. Because of tneir access-
ibility and arrangement, they are readily
integrated with the problems treated in the
text. . . •
The possibilities of pictorial illustra-
tion in school books are more nearly real-
ized in modern texts in geography than in
texts in history or other social studies.
The illustrations are more numerous, more
authentic, and more skillfully integrated
with the text. Nor is the inferiority of
history textbooks in this particular to be
attributed solely to the difficulty of secur-
ing authentic pictures. Their illustrations
are less representative of the best available
material and contribute less to the matters
treated in the text. While the pictures in
history textbooks have improved steadily dur -
ing the last thirty years, they do not yet
provide the assistance that pupils need. A
disproportionate number of them still pertain
to political and military leaders or events .
Illustrations of the cultural, social, and
economic phases of society are very meager .
(The underlining is by” the writer of this
paper.) There should be a great number that,
singly, or in series, show the development
Ibid .
.
pp. 72-73.
2
Horn, Ernest Methods of Instruction In The Social Studies
,
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1937.
.
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5of fundamental processes of social life.-1-
The writer finds Horn's statements, particularly
those which have been underlined, to be very stimulating.
Obviously, Horn believes that pictures pertaining to pol-
itical and military leaders or events assist pupils little
in appreciating and understanding the text; and conversely,
he believes that illustrations of the cultural, social,
and economic phases of society do assist pupils in achiev-
ing worthwhile historical concepts. This is the judgment
of an authority in the social studies - but what is the
judgment of students of the social studies? After all,
history textbooks are illustrated for the benefit of the
students - and the extent to which students react to the
illustrations determines how much they will learn from such
illustrations. Do history pupils like or dislike pictures
of political and military leaders or events? Or are they
indifferent? Do students of history feel indifferent, pos-
itive, or negative to illustrations of the cultural, social,
and economic phases of society? It was the purpose of the
major part of this paper to find the answers to these ques-
tions.
Ernest Horn made no statement as to why he belittles
1 Ibid., pp. 365-366.
..
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6illustrations of a political and warlike nature and as
to why he believes illustrations of the cultural, social,
and economic phases of society to be of value. Perhaps
his reasons are similar to those expressed by the authors
of the works appearing in the periodicals mentioned below.
Periodical Articles Relating to Socio-Economic
Pictures.
Leland S. March1
,
a teacher in the Roosevelt Scnool
at Melrose, Massachusetts, wrote the following in the
January, 1941, issue of Social Education :
.... Since pictures of battles are
usually misleading in showing only the glory
and none of the horror and suffering of war,
we have come in recent years to believe that
they mignt as well be omitted, or at least
not be stressed.
. . . . A picture of a stately minuet, or a
Puritan virago wearing a bridle to keep her
mouth closed, will teach and impress a class
more in a few seconds, than a long verbal des-
cription of the custom without the picture. . .
. • • .More and more we are realizing the
necessity of knowing how people lived at home
to understand why they passed their days tran-
quilly, or why they revolted or fled the coun-
try as the case might be Pictures of
life in a pioneer cabin, its meager furnish-
ings and economical arrangement will give a
better understanding of the ruggedness of
character so well developed by hardships... .
1 March, Leland S. "Pictures in Social Studies Teaching”,
Social Education
.
5:26-30, January, 1S41.
2
Ibid .
.
pp. 26-27
..
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7S. E. Zisman^, Professor in Architecture at the A
& M College of Texas, wrote of the value of what are in
effect socio-economic illustrations in the following
words
:
Illustrations may be used to relate
subject material to people, to portray and
to make real to the student the characteris-
tics of human beings in the situations of
the text — their appearance, dress, actions,
poses, attitudes, surroundings, etc. A vast
amount of our learning revolves about human
beings in their personal and social ci rcum-
st anc
e
3 .and relationships : The illustration
can serve to visualize the human aspects of
the -text (The underlining is by the writer
of this paper.
)
In his article "Pictures Help History", Daniel C.
Knowlton3 of Cazenovia Junior College, Cazenovia, N. Y.
,
wrote
Pictures, especially those in history
textbooks, like the text itself, must be rich
in content. They must tell a story, chall-
enge thinking or embody a strong emotional
appeal. A type of illustration suitable to
the history textbook, since history is essen-
tially drama, is the action picture which
carries much of the story. . • .
Another type of picture suitable for His-
tory books is the Kulturbi Id .... Pictures
of this type cover the wide range of man’s
cultural achievements and activities. • .
^ Zisman, S. B. "improving Illustrative Material in Text-
books", The Educational Screen
.
17:218-219, September, 1958.
2 Ibid
. ,
p. 219.
Knowlton, Daniel C. "Pictures Help History", Nation 1 s
Schools
.
35:53-54, May, 1945.
4 Ibid .
.
p. 54.
.* '
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Knowlton's statement as to the suitability of action pic-
tures for history textbooks aroused the author’s interest -
he determined to find whether or not pictures embodying
action appeal to students. Items designed to ascertain
student interest In action pictures were included in the
author’s survey questionnaire.
The socio-economic picture is as highly regarded
by authors of works devoted entirely to the study of text-
book illustrations as it is by Ernest Horn, Leland March,
Zisman, and Knowlton. Such works will be briefly cited.
Scientific Research in the Field of Textbook Illus -
trations .
The theses cited below are analyses of textbook
illustrations, not investigations of pupil interest in
textbook illustrations. They are related to this paper,
however, in that they served to help the author define the
categories used in the second chapter of this paper.
In 1931 Hayden W. Olds 1 made a survey of the illus-
trative material in eighteen representative American, his-
tory textbooks published during the years from 1897 to 1931
It was his conclusion that our history textbooks were stres
ing the political and militaristic sides of American his-
tory at the expense of the cultural, social, commercial,
1 Olds, Hayden W., The Use of Illustrative Materials in
Textbooks in The Teaching; of American History # Unpublished
M. A. Thesis, The Ohio State University, 1931.
1.
. '..v. ..
.
.
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9educational, and religious elements. In fact, he found
that an individual had a 4 to 1 chance of getting his
picture in a history textbook if he became a statesman
or a soldier as compared with his following any other
calling.
In 1932 Sister Mary Albertine Sernsch^ bore out
Olds
1
conclusions in her analysis of the illustrations
in fourteen textbooks of modern European history pub-
lished during the years from 1923 to 1931. She fourd
that the textbooks, taken collectively, emphasized mili-
tary and political illustrations. Decrying this, she
expressed the opinion that surely political and military
details should be subordinated to the study of economic,
social, and cultural matters. As for portraits, she
discovered that all historians stressed the statesman,
the ruler, and the military leader at the expense of men
and women renowned in the fields of social, economic, and
cultural progress.''
1 Ibid .
,
p. 16.
o
Semseh, Sister Mary Albertine An Analysis of the Visual
Aids Found in Fourteen Modem European History Textbooks
,
Unpublished M. A. Thesis, State University of Iowa, 1932.
5
Ibid
.
, pp. 18-19; 78; 145.
-.
»
,
1
«
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The disturbing findings of the two studies cited
above seem lessened somewhat by the results of a study
made in 1928 by James Richard Kelly-
1
- of the visual aids
\
found in twenty-six elementary school histories of the
United States published during the years from 1820 to
1924. He found over the entire extent of the study a
systematic and pronounced decline in emphasis upon pic-
tures relating to military and naval topics. 2 This con-
clusion seems to be at variance with the conclusions of
Semsch and Olds, but the author believes that it is not.
One must note that Kelly* s study included American his-
tory textbooks of the early nineteenth century, while
the studies of Semsch and Olds included no textbook pub-
lished prior to 1897. The American history textbooks of
the early nineteenth century were extremely nationalist!
and patriotic, chiefly extolling the prowess of American
arms and being illustrated accordingly. The more accur-
ate and comprehensive history textbooks published in the
1 Kelly, James Richard A Study of Visual Aids Found in
Elementary School Histories of the United States
,
Un-
published M. A. Dissertation, The University of Chicago,
1928.
2
Ibid
.
.
p. 58.
.'
, .)
. .
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years after 1897 contained fewer warlike illustrations,
but even these, as Semsch and Olds found, emphasized mil-
itary might to too great an extent. Kelly found an in-
creased emphasis on socio-economic pictures toward the end
of the period . 1 This would have appeared to be evidence
of a progressive tendency had not Olds and Semsch found
that the more comprehensive books published after 1897
contained too few such pictures.
Related Re search in the Field of Textbook Illus -
t rat ions .
The two studies cited below are related to this
paper in that they consist of investigations of pupi
1
interest in textbook illustrations. One study is scien-
tific, the other is not. These are the only investig-
ations of pupil interest found by the author in his read-
ing research.
In 1935, G. LaVerne Freeman and Ruth S. Freeman^
made a scientific study entitled The Child and His Pic -
ture Book , described by the authors as "A discussion of
the preferences of the nursery child". Sixty nursery
children were tested as to their interest in various
Ibid
. ,
p . 59
.
2
Freeman, G. L. and Freeman, R. S. The Cnild and hi
s
Picture Book
.
Northwestern University Press, Chicago, 1933.
,.
'
.
.
,
,
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types of pictures. The results of the study, being
nursery tastes, are felt to have no relation to this
paper, which is an investigation of high school pupil
interest in history textbook illustrations.
A study was made of high school pupil interest in
history textbook illustrations in 1911 - thirty-3ix
years ago - by Edgar W. Ames*1*, then Head of the Depart-
ment of History, Troy High School, Troy, New York. Tnat
study was definitely not a research work; it covered
only a few aspects of pupil interest, and it was unreliable,
being of limited sampling - tne interests and opinions
of only sixty-five history pupils were sought, surely not
an adequate basis for judging the interests of all stud-
ents of American history# Ames' questions are reproduced
below.
1. Do you make use of the pictures in your
textbooks while studying your lesson as
a help in understanding it? If not, why?
2. Do you consider the illustrations in your
textbooks interesting?
3. What sort of illustrations do you like
best for a history textbook? 2
In answer to hi s first question, Ame3 found that
^ Ames, E. W# "Pictures; Their Use and Abuse in History
Teaching", The History Teacher '3 Magasine . 3;8-10, Sept-
ember, 1911.
2 Ibid., p. 8
.; ;
,
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thirty of the pupils - forty-six percent of the total
number of sixty-five - did not use pictures at all, while
of the thirty-five pupils (fifty-four percent) who used
them, twenty-one used them infrequently. Most of the
sixty-five pupils answered the second question by stat-
ing that they did not consider the pictures to be inter-
esting. The answers to Ames* third question were varied -
"battle scenes and pictures of action in general, car-
toons and pictures to show the customs of the times, but
no one mentioned portraits of famous men."^-
The major purpose of this chapter has been to point
out the scarcity of investigations of pupil interest in
textbook illustrations as compared with the many opinions,
articles, and analyses of such illustrations written by
social studies authorities and others interested in the
social studies. This paper was planned to fill the need
for an up-to-date investigation of high school pupil in-
terest in history textbook illustrations.
1 Ibid .
.
pp. 8-9
.*
«
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CHAPTER II
THE PURPOSE AND PLAN OF THIS SURVEY
This Survey Was Conducted for a Definit e Purpose .
The purpose of this paper, as discussed in Chap-
ter I, was to discover what particular types of history
textbook illustrations high school students of ni story
prefer. All kinds of history textbook illustrations were
not considered — the following types only were included
in this study:
1. Pictures of a political nature, dealing with political
events, personages and shrines.
2. Pictures listed under the general heading "struggle",
dealing witn military events and personages, civilians
engaged in such events as riots and rebellions, and
warships
.
3. Pictures of a socio-economic nature, dealing with such
subjects as industrial and commercial activity, farm
work, inventions, gatherings of people, views of home
exteriors and interiors, and migrations.
14
*.
•
. t
, . .
'
.
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4. Portraits of political, military, and cultural load-
ers and personages. The author defines a portrait
as a picture whose principal object is to convey the
likeness of some individual. It can be a photograph,
a painting, a statue, or a relief.
5. Pictures containing comparative amounts of action.
Do history pupils like, dislike, or feel indiff-
erent to pictures of a political nature? — to illustra-
tions of the socio-economic phases of society? — to
pictures emphasizing struggle? Which category of the
three - political, socio-economic, or struggle - do they
prefer? Do students of history like portraits? Do they
like action pictures? These are some of the questions
which this survey attempted to answer.
The Survey Plan .
The survey was conducted by means of the mimeo-
graphed survey form shown on the following four pages. 1
The inquiry form was designed to be used solely in con-
junction with any existing edition (as of 1947) of Muzzey's2
1 For a complete inquiry form, see Appendix.
2 Muzzey, David Saville A History Of Our Country
.
Ginn and
Company, Boston, 1936, 1937, 1939, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1945,
1946, 1947.
i < t ;
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A History Of Our Country . a textbook for high school
students of American history. This textbook was cnosen
as the survey instrument partly because it is plenti-
fully illustrated with pictures of the types within the
scope of this study, and partly because the author dis-
tributed and collected the inquiry forms through direct
personal contact with senior high school principals,
heads of history departments, and history teachers, and
it facilitated matters greatly to have as a test instru-
ment a textbook used in many of the senior high schools
within a fifty-mile radius of Boston, Massachusetts.
Forty-two pictures in Muzzey's A Hi story 0-f Our
Country , listed by the respective numbers of the pages
on which they appear, were arranged in numerical order
in Part A on the first page of the inquiry form. Of the
forty-two pictures, twelve were interpreted by the author
as being in the political category, twelve as being in
the struggle category, and twelve as being in the socio-
economic category. The remaining six pictures are por-
traits of individuals.
Pictures within the political category appear on
pages 137, 178, 182, 185, 292, 294, 307, 375, 383, 479,
566 and 824 of Muzzey’s A History Of Our Country .
Pictures within the struggle category appear on pages
121, 145, 235, 251, 387, 399, 418, 491, 630, 671, 673, and
t ;
*
*
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'
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1
Pictures within the socio-economic category appear
on pages 82, 117, 268, 269, 271, 309, 458, 462, 581, 697,
o
819 and 839 of the survey instrument.
Portraits of individuals appear on pages 265, 389,
432, 536, 593, and 673. 3
For Part A, it was the purpose of the author to
secure the reactions of each student, in terms of "Like”,
"Dislike", or "Indifferent", to each picture listed there
in. Reaction to each picture was also used to determine
reaction to its category.
Question (1) in Part B on the second page of the
inquiry form was taken from Edgar W. Ames' 4 study. It
was included for the purpose of comparing the answers of
the senior high school students of 1947 to tnose of the
high school students of 1911. Question (2) of Part B
was included because the author recently heard several
educators make statements to the effeot that tney would
1 Ibid .
2
Ibid .
5 Ibid.
4 Ames, E. W. Loc . Cit
%,
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like to see a high school history textbook without pic-
tures. The author decided to ask high school pupils what
they thought of such a textbook. Question (3) of Part B
was framed to determine whether students regard pictures
as material to be studied or as matter to be ignored.
Instead of having been listed individually by page
number, as in Part A, the pictures in Part C were arr-
anged by page number in twenty-one groups, three pictures
to a group. Groups (1) to (16) inclusive each consist of
one picture of a political nature, one in the struggle
category, and one in the socio-economic category. It was
the purpose of these groups to determine which category
of the three - political, struggle, or socio-economic -
students preferred. One of the three pictures in Group
(17) is a portrait of an individual; one is a picture
of two or more men, a type of informal group portrait; and
one is a picture of famous men taking part in an historic
event. Group (18) is similar to Group (17) — these groups
were included to determine student reaction to the var-
ious kinds of portraits. One picture in each group. Groups
(19) and (20), is interpreted by the author as containing
" action” ("action” is defined by the author as apparent
movement or motion in a still picture) ; one as contain-
ing some action; and one as containing no action. It was
the purpose of the author to ascertain through these groups
. :
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to what extent action affects student preference for
pictures. The pictures in Group (21) snow homes of the
well-to-do, middle, and poorest classes. This group was
included for its social implications -- which level of
society attracts student interest?
Each picture in Part C is identified in Figure 1
according to its category, type of portraiture, type of
action, or social level.
Figure 1. Identification of Each Picture in Part C
according to its Category, Type of Portrait-
ure, Type of Action, or Social Level.
Group last Group Page
(1) 83 Socio-Economic (12) 235 Struggle
137 Political 343 Socio-Economic
671 Struggle 375 Political
(2) 307 Political (13) 178 Political
458 Socio-Economic 399 Struggle
491 Struggle 462 Socio-Ec onomic
(3) 9 Socio-Economic (14) 271 Socio-Economic
219 Political 307 Political
418 Struggle 630 Struggle
(4) 343 Socio-Economic (15) 269 So c io -Ec onomi
c
479 Political 415 Struggle
676 Struggle 561 Political
(5) 145 Struggle (16). 413 Struggle
375 Political 482 Political
581 Socio-Economic 593 Soc io -Economic
(6) 85 Socio-Economic (17) 418 Men in an event
121 Struggle 678 Individual portrait
178 Political 719 Two or more men
(7) 171 Struggle (18) 375 Men in an event
383 Political 432 Individual Portrait
819 Socio-Economic 608 Two or more men
.,
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Group Page Group Page
(8) 185 Political (19) 491 Action
635 Struggle 509 No Action People
839 Socio-Economic 819 Some Action
(9) 509 Socio-Economic (20) 251 Some Action
630 Struggle 399 Action Ships
665 Political 633 No Action
(10) 269 Socio-Economic (21) 268 Mansion
294 Political 395 Slave cabin
409 Struggle 839 Ordinary home
(11) 182 Political
387 Struggle
697 Socio-Economic
Two Major Problems Were Found Inherent in This
Type of Study .
The first problem was that of preparing an in-
quiry form which would result in valid conclusions. Close-
ly related to this was the problem of securing reliability.
The validity of an inquiry form, like that of a
test, depends upon the efficiency with which it measures
what it attempts to measure. 1 This paper inquiry form was
designed to measure the attitudes or opinions of a large
group of persons. To the extent that it measured accur-
ately the opinions for which it asked, it may be said to
be valid. Thus, validity in a survey of this type is se-
cured chiefly through care in the construction of the
Greene, H. A., Jorgensen, A. N. and Gerberich, J. R.
Measurement And Evaluation In The Secondary Scnool
.
Long-
mans, Green and Co., New York, 1944, p. 53.
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inquiry form. Other factors — such as the inability
of subjects to answer correctly or truthfully, impro-
per presentation of the inquiry form, extraneous in-
fluences, and poor local conditions — would all tend
to reduce the validity of the survey results.
It was the intention of the author to measure
pupil attitude or opinion of the subject matter of the
pictures in Muzzey's A History Of Our Country which were
listed in the survey form. So as to insure validity of
results, the author gave examples in the survey form of
what he meant by subject matter , and a warning was also
included in the form to the effect that pictures should
be judged only on the basis of subject matter — pupils
were not to judge a picture on the basis of presence or
lack of detail, artistic quality, or because the picture
might be a drawing, painting, or photograph. The accur-
acy of the subject matter content of the pictures was
not mentioned - it was not the author's intention to in-
clude accuracy of the pictures as a factor in the study.
To insure truthfulness, anonymity was stressed.
Participants were asked to give no personal identification
other than their sex.
Validity would also tend to be reduced by the
selection of pictures which could not be definitely placed
in any one of the three categories, political, struggle.
-*
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or socio-economic, or by the selection of pictures which
could not be definitely classed as portraits, action pic-
tures, or as indicators of social status. The author
took great care to select pictures which would be repres-
entative of each type of classification, and then secured
a disinterested educator's approval of the selection.
n
.... a test must be used with pupils who
possess the proper intellectual maturity and background
of experience for taking the test if it is to possess val-
idity. The author feels that the survey met this test
of validity, for the inquiry form was answered by senior
high school pupils of the eleventh and twelfth grades only.
The author submits that such pupils are mature enough to
be adequate judges, in terms of their own reactions, of
textbook illustrations. High school seniors and juniors
should certainly be capable of following the explicitly -
worded directions printed in each part of the survey form,
which does not differ to any great extent from the object-
ive-type tests with which most high school pupils have had
experience. The pupils had also had considerable exper-
ience with most of the textbook illustrations listed in
the survey form, for the survey was conducted during the
last two weeks in May, 1947, a time when most of the his-
tory courses were nearing termination, hence a time when
1 Ibid .
.
p. 53
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most of the history textbook had been covered by the
pupils in their reading assignments.
The reliability of a questionnaire, like that
of an examination, depends upon the effeciency with which
it measures what it does measure. ^ Thus, the results of
this survey may be considered reliable to the extent that
the survey form succeeded in measuring anything even
though what it measured were to deviate from what it was
intended to measure.
The reliability of a survey also depends upon
proper sampling. The survey results could not be consid-
ered reliable if the inquiry forms were submitted to a
honogeneous group of any type.
Six hundred inquiry forms were distributed among
p
thirteen senior high schools in the State of Massachusetts.
The high schools were chosen (1) because they used the
test instrument, Muzzey*s A History Of Our Country , as a
textbook in their American history courses, and (2) be-
cause of their proximity to Boston, Massachusetts, which
facilitated personal contact upon the part of the author.
As many forms were left at each high school as the head
of the history department or the history teacher thought
could be answered by the pupils available.
^ Ibid., p. 61.
2
The participating schools were Andover, Arlington, Burl-
ington, Everett, Groveland, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Med-
ford, Newton, Stoneham, Wakefield and Wilmington High Schools.
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While the author did select the participating
high schools, the selection of the pupils in each high
school who answered the survey form was in the hands of
the head of the history department or the history teach-
er. In no high school was an individual pupil chosen as
such and given a form to fill out -- the forms were given
to whatever hi story class the officials thought could con-
veniently afford the time, and answered, either during
the class period or as homework, by whatever pupils of
either sex who happened to be in attendance on the day
chosen. Thus the author maintains that pupils were chosen
by chance and at random. The pupils were all eleventh
and twelfth grade pupils because American history is
taught in either one or the other grade in the high schools
which participated. In some high schools the participat-
ing students were in the commercial division, while in
others they were in the college or general divisions, de-
pendent upon which class in which division was judged by
the administrator concerned as being free to take the sur-
vey. Thus, there was no selection of students by the
author on the basis of ultimate pupil goal, level of
achievement, or intelligence quotient.
The reliability of a survey form is also influ-
enced by its degree of objectivity. "Objectivity in a
test makes for the elimination of the opinion, bias, or
t.
*
.
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judgment of the person who scores it.” 1 The survey form
was planned so that the participating pupil could note
from the form what page and picture in Muzzey's A History
Of Our Country he would look at next, observe the picture,
make his decision, and record his decision on the form by
the simple process of encircling a word, an abbreviated
word, or a number. The form was scored by noting which
answer was encircled, and any two persons would have arr-
ived at the same score for any one form. There was no
opportunity for opinion, bias, or judgment to be effect-
ive factors in the purely clerical process of scoring.
Personal bias in the construction of such a form
would tend to reduce objectivity. The form was careful-
ly examined by several disinterested educators to dis-
cover and remove evidences of personal bias. The inquiry
form was made as objective - and hence as reliable - as
was possible.
The reliability of a survey of this type would
also be measured in terms of the total number of inquiry
forms returned. The author believes that he secured
large returns because of the technique he used during ills
initial visits with the various school authorities. Hav-
ing convinced the authorities of the value of his survey.
Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich, Op. Git ., p. 66.
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the author explained its ease of administration -- the
directions on the form were self-explanatory; the survey
could be given to pupils either in one of the regular
class periods or as assigned overnight homework; other
than the form, pupils would need only their own copies
of Muzzey*s A History Of Our Country and their own pens
or pencils; the only responsibility of the authorities
would be to distribute the forms to the pupils, have them
record their answers, and to collect the forms from the
pupils. The author suggested sixty as the tentative num-
ber of pupils who might participate, but left only as many
inquiry forms at each high school as its officials estim-
ated their pupils could complete. In concluding his ini-
tial visit at each high school, the author made definite
arrangements to collect the forms in person at a future
date convenient to the school authorities. Thus the author
did as much as possible to make it easy for the various
school officials to cooperate with him.
••
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tCHAPTER III
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
The results of this survey appear in the follow-
ing tables and explanations of tables* For an interpre
tation of these data, see Cnapter IV of thi3 paper.
Table I is a tabulation of the total return of tne
inquiry form. Of 600 forms distributed by the autnor
among the thirteen participating high schools, a total
of 555 was returned. Thirty-one of this number were re
turned blank, leaving a total of 524 forms filled out
by the participating students. Thus, all conclusions
derived from this study are based upon 524 participants
or eighty-seven percent of the total number of students
the author had hoped would participate.
The 248 males who participated constituted forty-
seven percent of the total of 524 student participants.
Two hundred seventy-six of the participants, or fifty-
three percent, were females.
As many forms were left at each high school as the
-31-
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Table I : Total Return of the Inquiry Form,
A. Total Return
Number Percent
Returned by Participants 524 87
Returned Blank 31 5
Total
B. Sex
555 92
CDsS Returned Percent
Male 248 47
Female 276 53
head of the his tory department or the history teacher
thought could be answered by the pupils scheduled to be
in attendance in the available history classes. Pupil
absences, legitimate and otherwise, have a way of upsett
ing schedules, and this explains why thirty-one of the
600 forms were returned blank. The remaining forty-five
of the 600 forms were presented to the various cooperat-
ing school authorities for their professional files.
Table II is a tabulation of the male, female, and
total student attitudes toward each picture in Muzzey's
A History Of Our Country which is listed by page number
in Part A of the inquiry form. The numbers and percent-
ages of those who liked, disliked, and felt indifferent
'.
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to tiie various pictures1 are listed under the approp-
riate column headings. The author looks upon the atti-
tude "like‘' as a positive attitude, indicative of the
reader’s appreciation of the value of the picture con-
cerned. The author regards "dislike” as a negative atti-
tude, indicative of the reader’s reaction against the
message the picture concerned was intended to convey.
While the attitude "indifferent” was informally defined
in the survey form as "neither liking nor disliking”, for
the purposes of this paper the author considered it to
he a negative attitude. Illustrations are included in a
history textbook for the pirpose of bringing about a def-
inite learning reaction on the part of the readers — if
a majority of the readers were indifferent to an illus-
tration, experiencing no reaction whatsoever, the expen-
sive space occupied by the illustration would be as wasted
as it would be if the illustration were actively disliked.
Hence the author prepared the column in which is listed,
for each picture, the sum of the totals of the "Dislike”
and " Indifferent” columns. In cases of doubt as to
whether the attitude of the majority of the pupils toward
The page numbers listed in Tables II through XVI are
representative of the pictures printed on the various
pages
.
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a picture were positive or negative, the figures in this
column are compared with those in the u Liken column.
Figures in the column headed "Omit 0 show how many males,
females, or both failed to record their attitude toward
the various pictures concerned. In Table II as in the
following tables, the figures in the "Percent” columns
were rounded off to the nearest wnole percentage. Neg-
ligible fractional percentages are shown by a dash (-).
It is unnecessary to interpret Table II in detail
at this point. An interpretation of the various signif-
icant details is given in Chapter IV.
Table III is a tabulation of the answers to the
three questions in Part B of the inquiry form. A break-
down of the total answers according to sex was included.
To the first question, n Do you make use of the pic-
tures in your textbooks while studying your lesson as a
help in understanding it?”,-428 participants (eighty-two
percent) answered "Yes", ninety-three (eighteen percent)
replied "NO", while three omitted their answers.
Five hundred six pupils (ninety-seven percent) said
they would not like a history textbook containing no pic-
tures, while thirteen (two percent) of the pupils said
they would like such a book. Five pupils (one percent)
failed to answer.
Three hundred twenty-seven pupils (sixty-two percent)
..
,
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Table II: Male
,
Female , and Total Student Attitudes To
ward Each Picture Listed in Part A.
Page Sex* Like Dislike Indif- Sum** Omit
ferent Dis & I.
No. Pet . No
.
Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet
82 M 167 67 41 17 40 16
F 216 78 28 10 32 12
M&F 383 73 69 13 72 14 141 27
117 M 157 63 52 21 38 16 1
F 172 62 72 26 32 12
M&F ”329 63 124 24 70 13 194 37 1
121 M 148 60 73 29 27 11
F 110 40 138 50 28 10
M&F 258 49 211 40 55 11 266 51
137 M 159 64 40 16 49 20
F 229 83 11 4 36 13
M&F 388 74 51 id 85 16 136 26
145 M 175 71 34 14 38 15 1
F 183 66 49 18 44 16
M&F 358 68 83 16 82 16 165 32 1
178 M 61 25 113 46 72 29 2
F 116 42 87 32 72 26 1
M&F 177 34 200 38 144 28 344 66 3
182 M 151 61 47 19 50 20
F 193 70 39 •14 44 16
M&F 344 66 86 16 94 18 180 34
185 M 188 76 24 10 36 14
F 247 89 9 3 20 8
M&F 435 83 33 6 56 11 89 17
235 M 163 66 47 19 38 15
F 135 49 91 33 50 18
M&F 298 57 138 26 88 17 226 43
251 M 211 85 13 5 24 10
F 228 82 19 7 29 11
M&F 439 84 32 6 53 10 85 16
26 5 M 100 40 84 34 64 26
F 159 57 46 17 71 26
M&F 259 49 130 25 135 26 265 51
..
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Table II (Continued): Male. Female, and Total Student
Attitudes Toward Each Picture List
ed in Part A.
Page Sex Like Di slike Xadir- Sum Omit
ferent Dis & I
No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet
.
No. Pet.
268 M 81 33 110 44 57 23
F 172 62 59 22 44 16 1 -
M&F 253 48 169 32 101 20 270 52 1 -
269 M 156 63 47 19 45 18
F 190 69 38 14 48 17
M&F 346 "66 85 16 93 18 178 34
271 M 160 65 42 17 45 18 1 -
F 175 63 49 18 52 19
M&F 335 64 91 17 97 19 188 36 1 —
292 M 92 37 118 48 38 15
F 97 35 123 45 55 20 1 -
M&F 189 36 241 46 93 18 334 64 1 -
294 M 124 50 64 26 59 24 123 50 1 _
F 141 51 67 24 68 25 135 49
M&F 265 51 131 25 127 24 258 49 1 —
307 M 115 46 67 27 64 26 2 1
F 136 49 67 24 71 26 2 1
M&F 251 48 134 26 135 26 269 52 4 -
309 M 181 73 31 13 35 14 1 _
F 186 67 44 16 46 17
M&F 367 70 75 14 81 16 156 30 1 -
375 M 141 57 47 19 60 24
F 184 67 51 18 41 15
M&F 325 62 98 19 101 19 199 38
383 M 97 39 79 32 70 28 2 1
F 163 59 47 17 66 24
M&F 260 50 126 24 136 26 262 50 2 —
387 M 196 79 29 12 23 9
F 164 59 75 27 37 14
M&F 360 69 104 20 60 11 164 31
389 M 164 66 37 15 47 19
F 221 80 29 11 25 9 1 -
M&F 385 73 66 13 72 14 138 27 1 -
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Table II (Continued): Male. Female, and Total Student
Attitudes Toward Back Picture
Listed in Part A.
Page Sex Like Dislike
No
.
Pet
.
No. Pet
399 M 184 75 32 13
P 117 42 108 39
M&F 301 57 140 27
418 M 179 72 23 9
P 179 65 40 14
M&F 358 68 63 12
432 M 62 25 125 50
F 86 31 127 46
M&P 148 28 252 48
458 M 138 56 48 19
F 178 64 44 16
M&F 316 60 92 18
462 M 102 41 76 31
F 111 40 95 34
M&F 213 41 171 33
479 M 75 30 107 43
F 99 36 106 38
174 33 213 41
491 M 171 69 35 14
F 133 48 105 38
M&F 304 58 140 27
536 M 107 43 72 29
F 99 36 91 33
M&F 206 39 163 31
566 M 170 69 40 16
F 192 69 50 18
M&F 3S2" 69 90 17
581 M 133 54 62 25
F 154 56 61 22
M&F 287 55 123 23
593 M 64 26 105 42
F 166 60 47 17
M&F 230 44 152 29
Indif - Sum Omit
ferent Pis & I
No, Pet.
1
•
1
0
1
£5 Pet. No. Pet.
30 12 2
51 19
81 16 221 43 2
46 19
57 21
103 20 166 32
60 25 1
63 23
123 24 375 72 1 -
62 25
54 20
116 22 208 40
70 28
70 26
140 26 311 59
66 27
71 26
137 26 350 67
42 17
38 14
80 15 220 42
69 28
86 31
155 30 318 61
36 15 2 •
34 13
70 14 160 31 2 -
53 21
61 22
114 22 237 45
79 32
63 23
142 27 294 56
>... ,
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Table II l(Continued] Male , Female
,
and Total Student
Attitudes Toward Each Picture
Listed in Part A.
Page Sex Like Dislike Indif- Sum Omit
ferent Dis & I
No. Pet. No. Pet • No . Pet
.
No
.
Pet. No. Pet
630 M 147 59 37 15 64 26
F 117 42 91 33 68 25
M&F 264 51 128 24 132 25 260 49
671 M 203 82 14 6 31 12
F 197 71 28 10 51 19
M&F 400 76 42 8 82 16 124 24
673 M 145 59 40 16 62 25 1
F 185 67 43 16 48 17
M&F 330 63 83 16 110 21 193 37 1
676 M 98 40 85 34 65 26
F 135 49 71 26 69 25 1
M&F 233 44 156 30 134 26 290 56 1
678 M 52 21 114 46 82 33
F 72 26 116 42 88 32
M&F 124 24 230 44 170 32 400 76
697 M 119 48 75 30 54 22
F 124 45 92 33 60 22
M&F 243 46 167 32 114 22 281 54
819 M 148 60 48 19 51 21 1
F 176 64 53 19 47 17
M&F 324 62 101 19 98 19 199 38 1
824 M 138 56 43 19 61 25 1
F 215 78 27 10 34 12
M&F 353 67 75 14 95 19 170 33 1
839 M 113 47 61 24 71 28 3 1
F 183 67 43 15 50 18
M&F 296 57 104 20 121 23 225 43 3
M is the abbreviation for the word "Male”, F that for
"Female"; M&F signifies the sum total- of the males and fe-
males. Sum of the totals in the n Di3like" and "Indif-
ferent" columns. Mo
.
is the abbreviation for "Number of
Male
tion
Students,..or both". Pet, is the abbrevia.r
entage of Male or FemaT^Student s
,
or both .
.• •
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Table Ills Answers to the Three Questions in Part B .
Sex Yes No Omit
No* Pet. No. Pet* No. Pet.
1. Do you make use of
the pictures in your
textbooks while study-
ing your lesson as a M 200 81 45 18 3 1
help in understand- F 228 83 48 17 - -
ing it? M&F 428 82 93 18 3 -
2. Would you like a
history textbook M 9 4 235 95 4 1
containing no pic- F 4 1 271 98 1 1
tures? M&F 13 2 506 97 5 1
3. Suppose you are
given a history
lesson which covers
8 pages of your
textbook. If 2 of Sex 8 6 Omit
these pages are pic-
tures, do you be- No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet
.
lieve that you are
studying a lesson of M 154 62 91 37 3 1
8 pages or of 6 F 173 63 102 37 1 -
pages? M&F 327 62 193 37 4 1
believed that they would be studying a lesson of eight
pages if they were reading an eight page assignment which
included two pages of pictures. One hundred ninety-three
(thirty-seven percent) believed that they would be study-
ing a lesson of six pages. Four pupils (not quite one per-
cent) failed to answer this question.
The answers tabulated in Table III are analyzed in
Chapter IV
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Table IV tabulates, for each picture in each group
in Part C, the numbers and percentages of the male, fe-
male, and total student participants who liked that pic-
ture best# Certain items of interest in this, and in the
following twelve tables, are discussed in Chapber IV.
Tables V through XVI are refinements of the raw data set
forth in Tables II and IV.
Table V shows, for each of the twelve political pic-
tures listed in Part A, the total number of students who
indicated an attitude of "Like", "Dislike", or "Indiffer-
ent" toward that picture. As in Table II, and as in
Tables VI, VII, VIII, XII, XIII, XIV and XV, the column
in Table V headed "Sum Dis & I" lists, for each picture,
the sum of the totals in the "Dislike” and "Indifferent"
columns. The pictures in Table V, as in Tables VI through
VIII, are listed in descending order from that picture
liked by the largest number of all the participating stu-
dents to that picture liked by the least number of all the
students. Tables V through VIII each include a column in
which each picture is classified according to the type of
attitude -- "Like", "Dislike", or "Dislike" and "indiffer-
ent" in combination -- expressed by the largest number of
students as to that picture# For Table V, as for Tables
VI through XV, averages of the data in the various columns
have been computed.
.c
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Table IV: A Tabulation, for Each Picture in Each Group
in Part C, of the Numbers and Percentages of
the Male, Female, and Total Student Partici -
pants Yi/ho Liked That Picture Best .
Group Sex Page Page Page Omit
(1)
No,
83
Pet. No.
137
Pet. No.
671
Pet. No. Pet.
M 36 15 83 33 127 51 2 1
F 46 17 146 53 82 30 2 -
M&F 82 16 229 44 209 40 4 -
(2)
M 36
307
15 77
458
31 132
491
53 3 1
F 74 27 112 40 90 33
M&F 110 21 189 36 222 42 3 1
(3)
M 99
9
40 44
219
18 102
418
41 3 1
F 101 37 74 27 97 35 4 1
M&F 200 38 118 23 199 38 7 1
(4) 343 479 676
M 118 48 54 22 73 29 3 1
F 136 49 53 19 85 31 2 1
M&F 254 49 107 20 158 30 5 1
(5) 145 375 581
M 120 48 64 26 61 25 3 1
F 122 44 95 34 55 20 4 2
M&F 242 46 159 50 116 22 7 2
(6) 85 121 178
M 76 30 123 50 44 18 5 2
F 123 45 91 33 59 21 3 1
M&F 199 38 214 41 103 20 8 1
(7) 171 383 819
M 118 48 54 22 71 29 5 1
F 97 35 89 32 86 31 4 2
M&F 215 41 143 27 157 30 9 2
( 8 )
M
P
M&F
185
89 36
152 55
241 46
633
119
93
212
48
33
839
33 ' 13
28 10
61 12
7 3
5 2
1040 2
•* - . . •
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Table
Group
(9)
( 10 )
( 11 )
( 12 )
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
IV (Continued): A Tabulation, for Each Picture in
Each group In Fart C. of the num-
bers and Percentages of the Male .
Female, and Total Student Partici -
pants Vino Liked. That Picture Best .
Sex Page Page Page Omit
M
P
No. Pet.. No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet.
509
49 20
81 29
630
98 40
62 22
665
96
129
39
47
5
4
1
2
M&F 130 25 160 30 225 43 9 2
269 294 409
M 67 27 85 34 89 36 7 3
P 113 41 66 24 93 34 4 1
M&F 180 34 151 29 182 35 11 2
182 387 697
lii 70 28 125 50 48 19 5 3
F 112 41 110 40 51 18 3 1
M&F 182 35 235 45 99 19 8 1
235 343 375
M 117 47 66 27 60 24 5 2
P 99 36 81 29 91 33 5 2
M&F 216 41 147 28 151 29 10 2
178 399 462
M 37 15 150 60 55 22 6 3
F 82 30 128 46 60 22 6 2
M&F 119 23 278 53 115 22 12 2
271 307 630
M 107 43 54 22 78 31 9 4
F 117 42 96 35 58 21 5 2
M&F 224 43 150 29 136 26 14 2
269 415 561
M 93 38 72 29 74 30 9 3
F 106 38 89 32 73 26 8 4
M&F 199 38 161 31 147 28 17 3
413 482 593
M 125 50 65 26 45 18 13 6
F 116 42 58 21 91 33 11 4
M&F 241 46 123 23 136 26 24 5
. ( o
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Table IV (Continued): A Tabulation, for Each Picture in
Each Group in Part C. of the Num-
bers and Percentages of the Male ,
Female, and Total Student Partici -
pants Who Liked That Picture Best .
Croup Sex Page Page Page Omit
Ho. Pet. Isp|« Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet
(17)
M 107
418
43 41
678
17 90
719
36 10 4
F 107 39 37 13 123 45 9 3
(18)
M&F 214
375
41 78
432
15 213
608
41 19 3
M 105 42 48 19 83 33 12 6
F 123 45 38 14 103 37 12 4
M&F 228 44 86 16 186 36 24 4
(19)
M 106
491
43 61
509
25 69
819
28 12 4
F 88 32 86 31 90 33 12 4
M&F 194 37 147 28 159 50 24 5
(20)
M 102
251
41 76
399
31 62
655
25 8 3
F 140 51 47 17 78 28 11 4
M&F 242 46 123 23 140 27 19 4
(21)
M ' 49
268
20 120
595
48 70
839
28 9 4
F 86 31 119 43 61 22 10 4
M&F 135 26 239 46 131 25 19 3
Table V shows that the largest numbers of students
liked seven political pictures and disliked three. Those
who disliked and felt indifferent to two pictures outnum-
bered those who liked them. This table is further anal-
yzed in Chapter IV.
In Table VI the twelve struggle pictures listed in
Part A of the inquiry form are arranged in descending
..
* . « - * .
/
*
*
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order from that picture liked by the largest number of
all the participating students to that picture liked by
the least number of students. Table VI shows that the
largest numbers of students liked ten of the struggle pic-
tures and disliked none. Those who disliked and felt in-
different to two pictures outnumbered those who liked
them. Table VI is interpreted in Chapter IV.
In Table VII the twelve socio-economic pictures list-
ed in Part A are arranged in descending order from that pic-
Table V ; The Ty/elve Political Pictures Listed in Part A
.
Arranged in Descending Order from That Picture
Liked by the Largest Number of Students to That
Picture Liked by the Least Number of Students .
Page Like. Dj alike _Indif- Sum O'* Dominant
ferent Di s“& I Attitude
185 435 33 56 89 Like
137 388 51 85 136 Like
566 362 90 70 160 2 Like
824 353 75 95 170 1 Like
182 344 86 94 180 Like
375 325 98 101 199 Like
294 265 131 127 258 1 Like
383 260 126 136 262 2 Dis & I
307 251 134 135 269 4 Dis & I
292 189 241 93 334 1 Dislike
178 177 200 144 344 3 Dislike
479 174 213 137 350 Dislike
7 Like
A.M. 1 : 293.6 123.2 106.1 229.3 3 Dislik*
2 Dis & I
* 0 signifies "Omit".
1
Arithmetic mean, or average.
>
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Table VII: The Twelve Socio -Scgnomic Pictures Listed
In Part A, Arranged In Descending Order
from That Picture Liked, by the Largest Num-
ber of Students to That Picture Liked by the
Least Number of Students •
Page Like Dislike Indif- Sum 0 Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
82 383 69 72 141 Like
309 367 75 81 156 1 Like
269 346 85 93 178 Like
271 335 91 97 188 1 Like
117 329 124 70 194 1 Like
819 324 101 98 199 1 Like
458 316 92 116 208 Like
839 296 104 121 225 3 Like
581 287 123 114 237 Like
268 253 169 101 270 1 Dis & I
697 243 167 114 281 Dis & I
462 213 171 140 311 Dis & I
9 Like
A.M. : 307.7 114.3 101.4 215. 7 0 Dislike
i -sm
portrait and disliked two. The participating students who
disliked and felt indifferent to three portraits outnumber-
ed those students who liked them. Tnis table is interpret-
ed in Chapter IV.
Table IX classifies the total student answers for the
pictures in Groups (1) through (16), Part C, according to
categories -- political, struggle, and socio-economic. The
picture in each group which was preferred by most students
is identified as to its category. Thi3 table shows that the
largest numbers of students preferred the struggle pictures
in nine groups, the socio-economic pictures in four groups.
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Table VIII: The Six Portraits Listed In Part A, Arr-
anged in Descending Order from That Por -
trait Liked bv the Largest Number of Stu-
dents to That Portrait Liked by the Least
Number of Student s .
Page Like Dislike Indif- Sum 0 Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
339 385 66 72 138 1 Like
265 259 130 135 265 Dis & I
593 230 152 142 294 Dis & i
536 206 163 155 318 Dis & I
432 148 252 123 375 1 Di slike
673 124 230 170 400 Dislike
1 Like
A.M. : 112.7 82.8 66.4 149.2 2 Dislike
3 Dis & I
and the political pictures in three groups . Thi
s
table is
further interpreted in Chapter IV.
Table X classifies the total student answers for the
portraits in Croups (17) and (18), Part C, according to type
of portrait. Table XI classifies the total student answers
for the pictures in Groups (19) and (20), Part C, according
to the various amounts or types of action preferred. Chap-
ter IV contains an analysis of these tables.
Since the male participants were less in number than
the female participants, a comparison of the actual total
answers of the respective sexes to any one picture would
be relatively meaningless. The author therefore converted
actual answers into percentages, thereby malting the answers
of the males and females comparable on a proportional basis.
.... • ...
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Table IX: Total Student Answers for the Pictures In
Groups (1) Through ( 16) .Part C. Classified
According to Categories .
Group Page Categories Dominant
Political
.
stogie Socio- Cat ego ry
Economic
(1) 83 82
137 229 Political
671 209
(2) 307 110
458 189
491 222 Struggle
(3) 9 200 Socio-Ec
219 118
418 199
(4) 343 254 Socio -Ec
479 107
676 158
(5) 145 242 St ruggle
375 159
581 116
(6) 85 199
121 214 Struggle
178 103
(7) 171 215 St ruggle
383 143
819 157
(8) 185 241 Political
633 212
839 61 V
(9) 509 130
630 160
665 225 Political
(10) 269 180
294 151
409 182 Struggle
>
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Table IX: Total Student Answers for the Pictures In
Group
Groups (1) Through (16), Part C
,
Classified
According to
Page
Categories.
Categories Dominant
Political Struggle Socio- Category
Economic
(1) 83 82
137 229 Political
671 209
(2) 307 110
458 189
491 222 St ruggle
(3) 9 200 Socio -Ec
219 118
418 199
(4) 343 254 Socio -Ec
479 107
676 158
(5) 145 242 St ruggle
375 159
581 116
(6) 85 199
121 214 Struggle
178 103
(7) 171 215 St ruggle
383 143
819 157
(8) 185 241 Political
633 212
839 61 \
(9) 509 130
630 160
665 225 Political
( 10 ) 269 180
294 151
409 182 Struggle
»
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Table IX (Continued: Total Student Answers for the Pi c
tures in Group 3 (1) Through ( 16) .
Part C. Classified According to
Categories *
Group Page Categories Dominant
Political Struggle Socio- Category
Economic
(11) 182 182
387 235 Struggle
697 99
(12) 235 216 Struggle
343 147
375 151
(13) 178 119
399 278 Struggle
462 115
(14) 271 224 Socio-Ec
307 150
630 136
(15) 269 199 Socio-Ec
415 161
561 147
(16) 413 241 Struggle
482 123
593 136
A.M. : 153.6 205 155.5 9 Struggle
4 Socio-Ec
3 Political
Since there were 248 male participants, the number 248
represented 100 percent in the calculation of the male
percentages. As there were 276 female participants, that
number represented 100 percent in the calculation of the
female percentages.
P
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Table X: Total Student Answers for the Portraits in
Groups Tl7 ) and (18), Part C» Arranged Accord
ing to Type of Portrait
.
Group Page
.
Type of Portrait
Men in an Individual Two or More
Event Portrait Men
(17) 418
678
719
214
78
215
(18) 375
432
608
228
86
186
A. M. •• 221 82 199.5
Tables XII through XVI below show percentages of answers
rather than the actual answers, since these tables are
arranged to enumerate the respective attitudes held by
males and females toward the various pictures.
Tables XII, XIII, and XIV, respectively, give per-
centages of answers for the twelve political, twelve struggle
and twelve socio-economic pictures in Part A of the in-
quiry form. The pictures in each table are arranged for
each sex in descending order from that picture liked by
the highest percentage of males or females to that pic-
ture liked by the lowest percentage of males or females.
Table XV gives percentages of answers for the six por-
traits listed in Part A, and is arranged in the same
manner as Tables XII through XIV. Tables XII
.*
.
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Table XI: Total Student Answers for the Pictures in
Groups (19) and ( 20 )
,
Part G. Arranged
~
According to Amount of Action Preferred .
Group Page Amount of Action
Action Some Action No Action
(19) 491 194
509 147
819 159
(20) 251 242
399 123
633 140
A. M. «• 158.5 200.5 143.5
through XV each include a column in which each picture
is classified according to the attitude adopted by the
highest percentage of males or females toward that pic-
ture. Pertinent facts in these tables are interpreted
in Chapter IV.
Table XVI classifies according to category the pic-
ture in each group. Groups (1) through (16), Part C, which
was preferred by each sex. The pictures in the various
categories are listed In descending order from that pic-
ture for which the highest percentage of males or females
expressed a preference to that picture for which the low-
est percentage of males or females expressed a preference.
This table shows that the male students preferred the
struggle pictures in thirteen groups and the socio-economic
pictures in three groups. The female students preferred
Boston Univpr^itv
School of Education
Library ^
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the socio-economic pictures in seven groups, the struggle
pictures in five groups, and the political pictures in
four groups. These results are interpreted further in
Chapter IV.
Chapter IV must be read in conjunction with Muzzey's
A History Of Our Country if it is to be properly under-
stood
..
"
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Table XII: The Twelve Political Pictures in Part A
,
Arranged in Descending; Order from That Pic
ture Liked by the Highest Percentage of
Each Sex to That Picture Liked by the Low
-
est Percentage of Each Sex .
A. Males
Page Like Dislike Indif- Sum 0 Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
Pet. Pet. Pet. Pet. Pet
.
185 76 10 14 24 Like
566 69 16 15 31 Like
157 64 16 20 36 Like
182 61 19 20 39 Like
375 57 19 24 43 Like
824 56 19 25 44 Like
294 50 26 24 50 ^Like,J-Dis&I
307 46 27 26 53 1 Dis & I
383 39 32 28 60 1 Dis & I
292 37 48 15 63 Di slike
479 30 43 27 70 Di slike
178 25 46 29 75 Dislike
6 Like
a
.M. : 51 27 22 49 3 Dislike
2 Dis & I
fLike,iDi s&I
B. Females
Page Like Dislike Indif- Sum 0 Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
Pet. Pet
.
Pet
.
Pet . Pet
185 89 3 8 11 Like
137 83 4 13 17 Like
824 78 10 12 22 Like
182 70 14 16 30 Like
566 69 18 13 31 Like
375 67 18 15 33 Like
383 59 17 24 41 Like
294 51 24 25 49 Like
307 49 24 26 50 1 Dis & I
178 42 32 26 58 Dis & I
479 36 38 26 64 Dislike
292 35 45 20 65 Dislike
8 Like
A. M. : 61 20 19 39 2 Dislike
2 Dis & I
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Table XIII: The Twelve Struggle Pictures in Part A, Ar-
ranged in Descending Order from That Picture
Liked by the Highest Perc entage of Each Sex
to That Picture Liked by the Lowest Percent-
age of Each Sex.
A. Males
Page Like Dislike Indif- Siam Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
Pet
.
Pet
.
Pet. Pet.
251 85 5 10 15 Like
671 82 6 12 18 Like
587 79 12 9 21 Like
399 75 13 12 25 Like
418 72 9 19 28 Like
145 71 14 15 29 Like
491 69 14 17 31 Like
235 66 19 15 34 Like
121 60 29 11 40 Like
630 59 15 26 41 Like
673 59 16 25 41 Like
676 40 34 26 60 Dis Sc I
11 Like
A.M. : 68 16 16 32 1 Dis Sc I
B. Females
Page Like Dislike Indif- Sum Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
Pet Pet. Pet
.
Pet.
251 82 7 11 18 Like
671 71 10 19 29 Like
673 67 16 17 33 Like
145 66 18 16 34 Like
418 65 14 21 35 Like
387 59 27 14 41 Like
676 49 26 25 51 Dis Sc I
235 49 53 18 51 Dis & I
491 48 38 14 52 Dis & I
630 42 33 25 58 Dis & I
399 42 39 19 58 Dis & I
121 40 50 10 60 Dislike
6 Like
A.M. : 57 26 17 43 1 Dislike
''
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Table XIV: The Twelve Socio-Economic Pictures in Part A ,
Arranged In Descending Order From That Pic -
ture liked by the Highest Percentage of Each
Sex to That Picture Liked by the Lowest Per-
centage of Each Sex.
A. MALES
Page Like Dislike Indif-
Pet. Pet.
ferent
Pet
.
309 73 13 14
82 67 17 16
271 65 17 18
117 63 21 16
269 63 19 18
819 60 19 21
458 56 19 25
581 54 25 21
697 48 30 22
839 47 24 28
462 41 31 28
268 33 44 23
A.M. : 56 23 21
Sum 0 Dominant
Dis & I Attitude
Pet
.
Pet.
27 Like
33 Like
35 Like
37 Like
37 Like
40 Like
44 Like
46 Like
52 Dis Sc I
52 1 Dis & I
59 Dis & I
67 Di slike
8 Like
44 1 Dislike
3 Dis Sc I
B. FEMALES
Page Like Dislike Indif- Sum Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
Pet. Pet. Pet Pet.
82 78 10 12 22 Like
269 69 14 17 31 Like
309 67 16 17 33 Like
839 67 15 18 33 Like
458 64 16 20 36 Like
819 64 19 17 36 Like
271 63 18 19 37 Like
268 62 22 16 38 Like
117 62 26 12 38 Like
581 56 22 22 44 Like
697 45 33 22 55 Dis & I
462 40 34 26 60 Dis & I
10 Like
A.M. : 61 21 18 39 2 Dis Sc
-<
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Table XV: The Six Portraits in Part A. Arranged in Des -
cending Order from That Portrait Liked by the
Highest Percentage of Each Sex to That Por -
trait Liked by the Lowest Percentage of Each
Sex .
A. Males
Page Like Dislike Indif- Sum Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
Pet. Pet. Pet
.
Pet.
389 66 15 19 34 Like
536 43 29 28 57 Dis & I
265 40 34 26 60 Dis & I
593 26 42 32 74 Dislike
432 25 50 25 75 Di slike
678 21 46 33 79 Di slike
1 Like
A.M. : 37 36 27 63 3 Dislike
2 Dis & I
> B. Females
Page Like Dislike Indif- Sum Dominant
ferent Dis & I Attitude
Pet
.
Pet
.
Pet Pet.
389 80 11 9 20 Like
593 60 17 23 40 Like
265 57 17 26 43 Like
536 36 33 31 64 Dis k I
432 31 46 23 69 Dislike
678 26 42 32 74 Di slike
3 Like
A.M. : 48 28 24 52 2 Di slike
1 Dis & I
>
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Table XVI : The Preferred Pictures In Groups (1)
Through (16). Fart C. Arranged in Cate -
gories in Descending Order From Tnat Pic -
ture Preferred by the Highest Percentage
of Each Sex to That Picture Preferred by
the Lowest Percentage of Each Sex .
A. Males
Struggle Socio -Economic
G.hb.UB Page Percent Group Page Percent
(13) 399 60 ( 4) 343 48
( 2) 491 53 (14) 271 43
( 1) 671 51 (15) 269 38
(in 387 50
(16) 413 50
( 6) 121 50
( 5) 145 48
( 8) 633 48
( 7) 171 48
(12) 235 47 Struggle Pictures Preferred
( 3) 418 41 in 13 Groups
( 9) 630 40 Socio-Sc Pictures Preferred
(10) 409 36 in 3 Groups
B. Females
Socio-Economic Political
Group Page Percent Group Page Percent
( 4) 343 49 ( 8) 185 55
( 6) 85 45 ( 1) 137 53
(14) 271 42 ( 9) 66 5 47
(10) 269 41 (in 182 41
( 2) 458 40
(15) 269 38
( 3) 9 37
StruKAle
Group Page Percent
Socio-Sc Pictures Preferred
(13) 399 46 in 7 Groups
( 5) 145 44 Struggle Pictures Preferred
(16) 413 42 in 5 Groups
(12) 235 36 Political Pictures! Preferred
( 7) 171 35 in 4 Groups
.-
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CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
The data which are interpreted in this chap-
ter are derived from the various tables which appear
in Chapter III of this paper. The various pictures
in Muzzey’s 1 A History Of Our Country on which this
survey is based are each described briefly in thi3
chapter -- the descriptions and the ideas set forth
in them are solely the author’s. For the purposes
of this paper, the author has assumed that each pic-
ture in Muzzey's textbook is historically accurate,
whether it be a photograph or an imaginative recon-
struction of an event or person. The author has taken
the liberty to advance hypotheses as to why the pup-
ils took the attitudes of ’’Like"
,
"Dislike”, "indif-
ferent", or "Dislike - Indifferent" toward certain
1 Muzzey, Loc. Clt.
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of the various pictures. These hypotheses are based
upon the objective data as presented in the tables and
upon the author*s subjective interpretations of these
data — the pupils who participated in this survey ex-
pressed themselves only by encircling the various ans-
wers which had been printed on the survey form, hence
the real reasons as to why the pupils judged any one
picture as they did are not known. Each pupil could
have judged a picture on the basis of several factors —
amount of details artistic quality, type of illustra-
tion, type of subject matter, and so forth, despite
the fact that the author, on his survey form, directed
him to judge a picture only on the basis of the subject
matter .
Interpretation of the Data Concerning the Twelve
Political Pictures in Part A of the Inquiry Form .
Table V . Table V shows that 435 pupils, the largest
number of those students who liked these political pic-
tures, liked Picture 1851 , whil9 decreasingly smaller
numbers of students liked Pictures 137, 566, 824, 182,
375, 294, 383, 307, 292, 178, and 47^ in the order named.
The attraction of Picture 185 for high school stu-
For the sake of convenience, the author will here-
after designate and refer to each picture by its page
number.
•*
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dents is understandable -- the Capitol and the White
House are shrines of American government and history,
visited every year by thousands of adolescents on their
class trips from hundreds of high schools. Picture
137 is a view of Independence Hall, a political shrine
which figures prominently in the patriotic lore of the
American Revolution. Picture 566 is a cartoon, and
cartoons are known to have a universal appeal. Uncle
Sam, symbolizing the United States, is depicted as de-
fending the historic Monroe Doctrine, an act which
must have appealed to the sense of national pride of
all students. Picture 32 4 contains a great deal of
human interest -- this informal group portrait shows
ex-President Hoover congratulating his successful ri-
val, President Roosevelt, on Inauguration Day, 1933,
an act of sportsmanship which must have appealed to
the American adolescents' sense of fair play. Picture
182 depicts Washington's inauguration on the balcony
of Federal Hall. The dignity and the solemnity of the
occasion are evident. Picture 375 shows Lincoln in
action on a patriotically-decorated campaign platform,
a happy departure from the dour Lincoln portraits usual-
ly used as textbook illustrations. Picture 294, which
Table II indicates as liked by fifty-one percent of the
pupils, shows Webster addressing the Senate -- here is
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a picture of a man taking part in one of the historic
events which made him famous. Thi^s picture, as do Pic-
tures 182 and 375, gives a good idea of the dress of the
particular historical period.
Two hundred forty-one pupils, the largest number of
those who disliked these political pictures, disliked
Picture 292, a cartoon of Andrew Jackson as King rather
than as President. This cartoon is too small a repro-
duction — the important words on the papers at "King
Andrew’s" feet can be made out only with great difficulty.
Jackson is depicted as standing as lifeless as a sta-
tue -- even the shades of black used in the background
are lifeless. This cartoon suffers in comparison with
the Monroe Doctrine cartoon on page 566; the latter car-
toon, unlike the former, conveys its complete message
easily and quickly. A group of political hangers-on,
office-seekers, and spoilsmen is shown in Picture 479,
which was disliked by 213 pupils, forty-one percent of
all the students. This depiction of the dirtier aspects
of nineteenth century American politics evidently did
not appeal to many idealistic youths. Picture 178, a
view of a celebration over the ratification of the Con-
stitution, seems hazy in many details. Perhaps this
lack of clarity is the reason why this political picture
was disliked by 200 pupils, tnirty-eight percent of the
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participants.
Table II indicates that Picture 307, a scene of
a spirited campaign procession of 1840, was liked by
forty-eight percent of the pupils, while twenty-3ix
percent disliked it and twenty-3ix percent felt in-
different to it. Thus fifty-two percent of the pupils
adopted negative attitudes toward this picture. Pic-
ture 383, a view of Jefferson Davis* inauguration, was
liked by 260 pupils, while 262 students -- two more
pupils — either disliked or felt Indifferent toward
this picture.
Table V shows that predominating numbers of stu-
dents liked seven political pictures, disliked three,
and regarded two with a combination of dislike and In-
difference. An examination of the arithmetic means in
the table reveals that the average of those pupils who
liked these political pictures (293.6) exceeds the
229.3 average of the pupils who regarded these pictures
with a combination of dislike and indifference.
Table XII . The largest percentage of those males
who liked these political pictures (seventy-six percent)
liked Picture 185, while decreasingly smaller percentage
liked Pictures 566, 137, 182, 375, 824, 294, 307, 583,
292, 479 and 178 in the order named. The largest per-
centage of females, eighty-nine percent, liked Picture
-.
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185 also, while decreasingly smaller percentages of
females liked Pictures 137, 824, 182, 566, 375, 383,
294, 307, 178, 479 and 292 in the order named.
Predominant percentages of females liked eight pol-
itical pictures — dominant percentages of males liked
six. Both sexes liked Pictures 137, 182, 185, 575, 566,
and 824, while the females, in addition, liked Pictures
294 and 383. The girls liked Picture 294 by a narrow
margin -- fifty-one percent liked it while forty-nine
percent adopted the negative attitudes "Dislike” and
"Indifferent". The males were similarly divided as to
Picture 294 — fifty percent of the males liked this pic-
ture and fifty percent either disliked or felt indifferent
to it. While fifty-nine percent of the females liked
Picture 383, sixty percent of the males either disliked
or felt indifferent towards it. The fact that several
women in the costumes of the time are in evidence in the
scene of Davis’ inauguration may account for the posit-
ive attitude taken by the females.
Predominating percentages of each sex disliked Pic-
tures 292 and 479. Forty-six percent of the boys dis-
liked Picture 178, which fifty-eight percent of the girls
either disliked or regarded with indifference. Fifty-
three percent of the boys and fifty percent of the girls
regarded Picture 307 with a combination of dislike and
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indifference.
An examination of the arithmetic means in this
table shows that only fifty-one percent of the boys,
on the average, liked these political pictures, while
sixty-one percent of the girls liked them. Thus, on
the average, ten percent more females than males liked
these political pictures, seven percent fewer females
than males disliked these pictures, and three percent
fewer females than males were indifferent to these poli-
tical pictures.
Interpretation of the Data Concerning the Twelve
Struggle Pictures in Part A of the Inquiry Form .
Table VI . Pour hundred thirty-nine pupils, the
largest number of those who liked the twelve struggle
pictures, liked Picture 251, while decreasingly smaller
numbers of students liked Pictures 6.71, 387, 418, 145,
673, 491, 3S9, 235, 630, 121 and 676 in the order named.
Picture 251, a full-page illustration of the war-
ship Constitution under full sail is as much a reminder
of the romantic, bygone day of the sailing vessel as it
i s of the glory of the American navy of 1812, Picture
671 shows a modem battleship in a naval formation, evi-
dence of the strength of our present-day navy. Picture
387 is a dynamic, action-packed painting of the bombard-
ment of Fort Sumter. Picture 418 is a re-enactment of
the friendly and gracious meeting between Civil War
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Generals Grant and Lee, the victor and the vanquished.
The spirit of this meeting must have appealed to the
pupils’ sense of sportsmanship. Picture 145 illustrates
the hardships of war rather than its glories — this pic-
ture of the ill-clad sentry at Valley Forge must have
drawn the sympathy of many of the pupils. In Picture
675 the foremost soldier can be identified as Pershing
only because the caption so states. It must have been
the spirit of the occasion v/hich appealed to the survey
participants -- Pershing, the benefactor of France in
World War I, paying homage at the grave of Lafayette,
a benefactor of the first United States in their War for
Independence
.
Violent and vicious mob action, a clash between men,
is the keynote in Picture 491, a contemporary illustra-
tion of the Eaymarket Riot at Chicago. Picture 399 shows
a clash between warships -- the Monitor and the Virginia ,
the first iron-claas. Picture 235, a human interest scene,
depicts an American sailor of the 1800 ’s resisting im-
pressment at the hands of the British. The exx>ressions
on the faces of the participants are particularly note-
worthy. Table II indicates that Picture 630 was liked
by fifty-one percent of the pupils. This picture shows
an undesignated column of American soldiers arriving at
Vera Cruz, Mexico, in 1914.
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Non© of these struggle pictures was disliked by
the combined sexes more than it was liked.
Fifty-six and fifty-one percent of the pupils, res-
pectively, regarded Pictures 676 and 121 with a combin-
ation of dislike and indifference. Picture 121 is a re-
production of Paul Revere's engraving of the Boston
Massacre. Picture 676 shows Secretary Baker drawing
the first number in the second military draft, June,
1918.
Table VI reveals that dominant numbers of the 524
students liked ten struggle pictures, disliked none, and
regarded two with combined attitudes of dislike and in-
difference. An examination of the arithmetic means in
this table discloses that the 525.3 average of pupils
Y/ho liked these struggle pictures well exceeds the 198.3
average of those who regarded these pictures with a com-
bination of dislike and indifference.
Table XIII . The largest percentage of those males
who liked these struggle pictures (eighty-five percent)
liked Picture 251, while decreasingly smaller percentages
liked Pictures 671, 387, 399, 418, 145, 491, 235, 121,
630, 675 and 676 in the order named. The largest percent-
age of females, eighty-two percent, also liked Picture
251, while decreasingly smaller percentages liked Pictures
671,673,145, 418, 387, 676, 235, 491, 630, 399 and 121 in
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the oMer named.
Predominant percentages of boys liked eleven
struggle pictures — predominant percentages of girls
liked six. Both sexes liked Pictures 145, 251, 387,
418, 671 and 673 - pictures which show no hand-to-hand
violence. In addition, dominant percentages of boys
liked Pictures 121, 235, 399, 491 and 650. Except for
Picture 630, these pictures depict violent struggle be-
tween men or between ships. Differences in the reactions
of the sexes to these pictures are obvious. Picture
121, which shows men actually being slaughtered by fire-
arms, was liked by the dominant percentage of boys
(sixty percent), while the dominant percentage of girls
(fifty percent) disliked the picture. Pictures 235, 399,
491, and 630, respectively, were regarded with the dom-
inant combination of dislike and indifference by the fe-
males, while the males, as noted above, liked these pic-
tures. Picture 676 was regarded by fifty-one percent of
the girls and by sixty percent of the boys with a com-
bination of dislike and indifference.
An examination of the arithmetic means in this
table shows that, on the average, sixty-eight percent of
the males and fifty-seven percent of the females liked
these struggle pictures. Thus, on the average, eleven
percent more males than females liked these struggle pic-
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tures, ten percent fewer males than females disliked
these pictures, and one percent fewer males than females
were indifferent to these struggle pictures.
Interpretation of the Data Concerning the Twelve
Socio-Economic Pictures in Part A of the Inquiry Form .
Table VII . Table VII shows that 383 pupils, the
largest number of those who liked the twelve socio-ec-
onomic pictures, liked Picture 82, while decreasingly
smaller numbers of students liked Pictures 309, 269, 271,
117, 819, 458, 839, 581, 268, 697 and 462 in the order
named.
Picture 82 is a view of part of the kitchen of col-
onial Wayside Inn at Sudbury, Massachusetts. Here is a
scene which must have appealed to curious and gadget -minded
modern youth -- the butter churn, the candle-mold, and
many of the other objects in this picture are strange and
unknown creations to the youth of today. The thoughts
"Vvhat were they for? 1 ' and "How do they work?" must have
arisen in the minds of many of the 383 students who liked
this picture. The lower illustration of Picture 309 com-
pares a modem locomotive with a primitive locomotive
and train of 1830, and the upper illustration shows an
even more primitive locomotive of 1830 traveling under
steam. This picture, which illustrates historical im-
provements and changes, appealed to 367 pupils, seventy
percent of all the students. Picture 269 shows an in-
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vention, the original cotton gin, under operation at
the hands of its inventor, Eli Whitney. Picture 271
is a human interest scene - a group of pioneers is
shown moving into the West. A perturbed and angry
group of colonial Bostonians is depicted in Picture 117.
As in Picture 235, the faces of the characters are alive
with varying degrees and kinds of emotion. Picture 819
is a photograph of part of the "Bonus Army" of impover-
ished World War I veterans who demonstrated in Washing-
ton in 1932. McCormick's first reaper in actual use
is illustrated in Picture 458. Except for the fact that
it has a rather generous front porch, a typical modern
home is shown in Picture 839. Picture 581 shows a far-
mer of one of the semi -arid regions of our West working
on one of his irrigation ditches — fifty-five percent
of the student participants liked this picture.
None of these socio-economic pictures was predom-
inantly disliked more than it was liked.
Fifty-nine, fifty-four, and fifty-two percent of
the pupils, respectively, adopted combinations of the
negative attitudes "Dislike" and "indifferent" towards
Pictures 462, 697, and 268. Industrial activity is
shown in Picture 462, an etching entitled "Oil Creek in
1865". No hint as to the whereabouts of Oil Creek is
given either in the picture legend or in the accompany-
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ing text. Picture 697 shows commercial activity — a
ship being unloaded at a dock in Prance. Picture 268
is a sketch of a southern mansion which conveys an idea
of the social activity which went on at such a house in
the early nineteenth century. The author notes that
none of these three pictures contains strong contrasts
of light and shadow - he wonders if this may have been
why students adopted negative attitudes towards these
pi ctures
.
Table VII reveals that dominant numbers of students
liked nine struggle pictures, disliked none, and regard-
ed three with combined attitudes of ’’Dislike” and ”lndif
ferent”. The 507.7 average of pupils who liked these
socio-economic pictures well exceeds the 215.7 average
of those students who looked upon these socio-economic
pictures with combined attitudes of indifference and dis
like.
Table XIV . The largest percentage of tnose males
who liked these socio-economic pictures ( seventy-tnree
percent) liked Picture 509, while decreasingly smaller
percentages liked Pictures 82, 271, 117, 269, 819, 458,
581, 697, 859, 462 and 268 in the order named. The
largest percentage of females, seventy-eight percent,
liked Picture 82, while decreasingly smaller percentages
of females liked Pictures 269, 509, 859, 458, 819, 271,
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268, 117, 581, 697 and 462 in the order named.
The largest percentages of males and females liked
the same political picture and the same struggle pic-
ture — Pictures 185 and 251. The sense of patriotism
and national pride which the schools instill in our
youth may have overcome sex differences in these instan-
ces, hut this sense was not operative in the socio-econ-
omic pictures. Thus sex difference in the reactions of
boys and girls to Pictures 82 and 309 is evident: the
largest percentage of girls liked the kitchen scene in
Picture 82, while the largest percentage of boys liked
the mechanical contrivances in Picture 309.
Predominant percentages of females liked ten socio-
economic pictures, while dominant percentages of males
liked eight such pictures. Both sexes liked Pictures
82, 117, 269, 271, 309, 458, 581 and 819, while the fe-
males, in addition to these, liked Pictures 268 and 839.
Social visits in such a romantic setting as that in Pic-
ture 268 would appeal to girls, but forty-four percent
of the boys, the dominant percentage, disliked this pic-
ture. Adolescent girls dream of having homes such as that
in Picture 839, but boys of high school age are more
sports-minded -- the dominant percentage of boys, fifty-
two percent, regarded this picture with a mixture of dis-
like and indifference.
Both sexes adopted the combination of negative atti-
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tudes toward Pictures 697 and 462.
Table XIV shows that, on the average, fifty-six
percent of the males and sixty-one percent of the females
liked these socio-economic pictures. On the average,
five percent more females than males liked these socio-
economic pictures, two percent fewer females than males
disliked these pictures, and three percent fewer females
than males were indifferent to these pictures.
Interpretation of the Data Concerning the Six Por-
traits in Part A of the Inquiry Form .
Table VIII . Table VIII reveals that 385 pupils,
the largest number of those students who liked these six
portraits, liked Picture 389, while decreasingly smaller
numbers of students liked Pictures 265, 593, 556, 432
and 678 in the order named.
Picture 389 is a portrait of a clean-shaven Lincoln.
Table II shows that seventy-three percent of the pupils
liked this portrait, while thirteen percent disliked it
and fourteen percent were indifferent to it.
Two hundred fifty-two pupils, the dominant number,
disliked Picture 432, a portrait of Thaddeus Stevens,
the harsh post -Civil War Speaker of the House. The dom-
inant number of 230 pupils disliked Picture 678, a por-
trait of the World War I Secretary of the Treasury,
William G. McAdoo.
Sixty-one, fifty-six, and fifty-one percent of the
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pupils, respectively, adopted the combination of the
negative attitudes toward Pictures 536, 593, and 265.
Ficture 536 is a portrait of Admiral Dewey aboard his
flagship. The author thought that the action which is
evident in the picture would appeal to most students,
but such was not the case. Picture 593 is a portrait
of that famous woman suffragist, Susan B. Anthony.
Picture 265 illustrates a statue of Ciiief Justice John
Marshall.
Table VIII reveals that dominant numbers of pupils
liked one portrait, disliked two, and adopted the com-
bination of the negative attitudes toward three por-
traits. The 112.7 average of pupils who liked these
portraits is exceeded by the 149.2 average of those stu-
dents who adopted the combination of the negative atti-
tudes toward these portraits.
Table XV
. The largest percentage (sixty-six per-
I
cent) of those males who liked these six portraits liked
Picture 389, while decreasingly smaller percentages of
males liked Pictures 556, 265, 593, 432 and 678 in the
order named. The largest percentage (eighty percent)
of those females who liked these six portraits also
liked Picture 389, while decreasingly smaller percentage
of females liked Pictures 593, 265, 536, 432 and 678 in
the order named
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Predominant percentages of both sexes liked Pic-
ture 389, the portrait of Lincoln. It is only natural
that sixty percent of the girls should like Picture
593, a portrait of one of their own sex. But a percent-
age of females almost as great liked Picture 265, John
Marshall's statue - perhaps the benign expression on
the great jurist's face appealed to the girls. Forty-
two percent of the boys, the dominant percentage, dis-
liked the portrait of Miss Anthony, while sixty per-
cent of the boys took the combined negative attitudes
toward the picture of John Marshall '3 statue.
Dominant percentages of both sexes disliked the
portraits of Stevens and McAdoo on pages 432 and 678,
respectively. Picture 536, Dewey, was regarded with a
combination of dislike and indifference by both sexes.
Table XV indicates that, on the average, sixty-
three percent of the males and fifty-two percent of the
females adopted the combination of the negative atti-
tudes, "Dislike 11 and "Indifferent", toward these por-
traits. On the average, eleven percent more females
than males liked these portraits, eight percent fewer
females than males disliked them, and three percent
fewer females than males were indifferent to these
portraits.
Interpretation of the Data Concerning the Three
Questions in Part 3 of the Inquiry Form
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Question one, "Do you make use of the pictures
in your textbooks while studying your lesson as a help
in understanding it?” was taken from Edgar W. Ames’-1-
"study” of 1911. As noted in Chapter I of this paper,
forty-six percent of Ames’ sixty-five pupils stated
that they did not use pictures at all, while fifty-
four percent stated that they did use pictures — of
this latter group, more than half confessed they used
textbook pictures infrequently. As noted in Chapter III
of this paper, eighteen percent of the 524 high school
pupils of 1947 answered Ames’ question in the negative,
while eighty-two percent of these pupils asserted that
they did make use of the pictures in their textbooks
while studying their lessons as a help in understanding
them. Although the youth and adults of our nation have
become decidedly picture-conscious in the thirty-five
years which have elapsed since 1911, the author feels
that some of the eighty-two percent who answered this
question affirmatively in 1947 deliberately falsified
their answers. It seems to the author that Ames'
question is phrased as a leading question — "Yes"
is obviously the answer desired: and he feels that an
1 Ames, E. W.
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unknown percentage of the 1947 students, despite their
anonymity, accomodat ingly answered that they did use
their textbook illustrations while studying, although
such may not have been their true practice.
The author believes that the 506 pupils (ninety-
seven percent) who answered "NO" to question two, ’’Yifould
you like a history textbook containing no pictures?”
,
answered truthfully and honestly. If the attitude of
all high school pupils may be judged by the attitude of
these 506 pupils, it may be said that, in general, high
school pupils like, even demand, illustrated history
textbooks.
Question three, 11 Suppose you are given a history
lesson v/hich covers 8 pages of your textbook. If 2 of
these pages are pictures, do you believe that you are
studying a lesson of 8 pages or of 6 pages?” seems to
the author to have a relation to question one. He feels
that those pupils who answered question one to the effect
that they did use textbook illustrations while studying
would tend to believe, as to question three, that they
were studying a lesson of
_8 pages rather than of J5 pages.
But merely sixty-two percent of the pupils, rather than
eighty-two percent as might be expected from the answers
to question one, believed that they would be studying a
lesson of 8 pages, while thirty-seven percent of the pu-
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pi Is believed that they would be studying a lesson of
pages. The author feels that the percentages re-
flected in question three are more true than those re-
flected in question one.
Interpretation of the Data Concerning Groups (1)
Through (16) in Fart C of the Inquiry Form .
As noted in Chapter II of this paper. Groups (1)
through (16) each consist of one picture of a political
nature, one struggle picture, and one socio-economic
picture. It was the purpose of these groups to deter-
mine which category of the three — political, struggle,
or socio-economic — dominant numbers of students pre-
ferred.
Group
-Ul. These pictures have a common element
in that they are views of structures built by man. The
socio-economic picture. Picture 83, shows Jefferson*
s
beautiful home, ”Monticello u . Picture 137 shows a poli-
tical shrine. Independence Hall. Picture 671 is associat-
ed with struggle — it is a photograph of the battleship
New York . Table IX shows that 229 pupils, the dominant
number, preferred the political picture to the other two.
Table IV shows that forty percent of the pupils pre-
ferred Picture 671, while but sixteen percent of the pu-
pils preferred Picture 83. Table XVI shows that the boys
preferred the struggle picture, while the girls preferred
the political picture.
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Group ( 2
)
. Groups of men engaged in various act-
ivities are the common element in these pictures. Pic-
ture 307 shows men participating in a political cam-
paign procession. Picture 458 shows men working on a
farm, and Picture 491 is an artist‘s impression of men
rioting. Table IX shows that the dominant number of pu-
pils, 222, forty-two percent of the 524 pupils, preferred
Picture 491, the struggle picture. The socio-economic
and political pictures were then preferred in the order
named. Table IV reveals. Table XVI indicates that boys
preferred the struggle picture, while girls preferred
the socio-economic picture. Picture 458.
Group (3) . Men and documents are the common ele-
ments in these pictures. Picture 9, socio-economic,
shows Gutenberg*s printing press. Picture 219, politi-
cal, illustrates the signing of the Louisiana Purchase
Treaty. Picture 418, struggle, shows Grant presenting
terms of surrender to Lee. Two hundred pupils, the
dominant number, preferred the socio-economic picture —
but 199 pupils, a very close second, preferred Picture
418, Table IX reveals. Table XVI shows that the males
preferred the struggle picture, while the females pre-
ferred the socio-economic picture.
Group (4 . Groups of men searching for various ob-
jectives are the common element in these pictures. Pic-
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ture 343, socio -economic, shows men searching for gold.
Picture 479, political, shows men seeking jobs as rewards
for political favors, and Picture 676, struggle, shows
War Department officials seeking draftees. Table IX
indicates that 254 pupils, the dominant number, preferred
Picture 343, socio-economic. The struggle and political
pictures were then preferred in the order named. Both
sexes preferred the socio-economic picture. Table XVI re-
veals .
Group (5) . These pictures center attention on in-
dividuals performing various activities. Picture 145,
struggle, shows an individual on sentry duty. Picture
375, political, centers attention upon Lincoln speaking,
and Picture 581, socio-economic, shows a farmer at work.
Table IX shows that 242 pupils, the dominant number, pre-
ferred the struggle picture, while tne political and
socio-economic pictures were then preferred in the order
named. Table XVI reveals that both sexes preferred the
struggle picture.
Group (6) . The common element in these pictures con-
sists of groups of people. Picture 85, socio-economic,
shows slaves working under the supervision of their master.
Picture 121, struggle, depicts the Boston Massacre, and
Picture 178, political, illustrates a celebration over
the ratification of the Constitution. Table IX shows that
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214 pupils, the dominant number, preferred the struggle
picture, while the socio-economic and the political pic-
tures were then preferred in the order named. Table XVI
shows that the males preferred the struggle picture, while
the females preferred the socio-economic picture.
Group ( 7
)
. A gathering of people for various pur-
poses is the common element in these pictures. Picture
171, struggle, shows Shays' Rebellion in progress. Pic-
ture 383, political, shows Jefferson Davis' inaugura-
tion, and Picture 819, socio-economic, is a photograph
of the famous "Bonus Army" of impoverished World War I
veterans. Table IX reveals that 215 pupils, the dom-
inant number, preferred the struggle picture, while the
socio-economic and the political pictures were then pre-
ferred in the order named. Table XVI shows that both
sexes preferred the struggle picture.
Group (8) . As in Group (1), structures built by man
are the common element in these pictures. Picture 185,
political, consists of views of the White House and the
Capitol, Picture 633, struggle, illustrates a warship in
the Panama Canal, and Picture 839, socio-economic, shows
a typical modern home. Table IV shows that forty-six
percent of the pupils, the dominant percentage, preferred
the political picture, while forty percent preferred the
struggle picture and but twelve percent preferred the
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socio-economic picture. These results are very similar
to those in Group (1). As in Group (1), Table XVI re-
veals that the males preferred the struggle picture, while
the females preferred the political picture.
Group (9) . Groups of people make up the common ele-
ment in these pictures. Picture 509, socio-economic,
shows immigrants from Poland herded upon a snip's deck.
Picture 630, struggle, is a photograph of a column of
troops marching, and Picture 665, political, reveals Pres-
ident Wilson addressing Congress. Table IX shows that
225 pupils, the dominant number, preferred the political
picture, while the struggle and the socio-economic pic-
tures were preferred in the order named. Table XVI in-
dicates that the boys preferred the struggle picture, while
the girls preferred the political picture.
Group (10) . Individuals are the centers of attention
in these pictures. Picture 269, socio-economic, depicts
Eli Whitney working on ills cotton gin. Picture 294, poli-
tical, shows Daniel Webster addressing the Senate, and
Picture 409, struggle, shows General Robert E. Lee on the
march witn his troops. Table IV reveals that thirty-five
percent of the pupils, the dominant percentage, preferred
the struggle picture; thirty-four percent of the pupils,
a close second, preferred the socio-economic picture, and
twenty-nine percent preferred the political picture. Table
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XVI shows that the boys preferred the struggle picture,
while the girls preferred the socio-economic picture.
Group (11) . Gatherings of people engaged in var-
ious activities are shown in these pictures. Picture
182, political, shows a gathering of notables at Wash-
ington’s inauguration. Picture 387, struggle, depicts
the bombardment of Fort Sumter, and Picture 697, socio-
economic, is a scene of commercial activity at a port
in France. Table IX indicates that 235 pupils, the dom-
inant number, preferred the struggle picture, while the
political and the socio-economic pictures were preferred
in the order named. The boys preferred the straggle pic-
ture and the girls preferred the political picture. Table
XVI reveals.
Group (12) . The common element in these pictures
is that they illustrate groups of men. Picture 235,
struggle, depicts British tars impressing an American
seaman. Picture 343, socio-economic, was described in
Group (4), while Picture 375, political, was described
in Group (5). Table IX shows that 216 pupils, the dom-
inant number, preferred the struggle picture, while the
political and socio-economic pictures were preferred in
the order named. Table IV reveals that Picture 575 was
second choice also (preferred by thirty percent of the
pupils) in Group (5), while practically the same per-
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centage — twenty-nine percent -- preferred Picture
375 in this group. Group (12). Table IV snows tnat,
while Picture 543 was preferred by the largest percent-
age of students in Group (4), the smallest percentage
of students — twenty-eight percent — preferred this
socio-economic picture in Group (12). The author be-
lieves that students found Picture 343 to be the most
interesting of the more or less static pictures in
Group (4), but that compared with the other two pictures
in Group (12) -- pictures which contain greater amounts
of emotion or of action — Picture 343 was found want-
ing. Table XVI reveals that both sexes preferred Pic-
ture 235, the struggle picture.
Group (15) . Activities within the various cate-
gories are illustrated in these pictures. Picture 178,
political, was described in Group (6). Picture 399,
struggle, shows the battle between the Monitor and the
Vi rginia . and Picture 462, socio-economic, illustrates
industrial activity at Oil Greek in 1865. Table IV re-
veals that fifty-three percent of the students preferred
the struggle picture, while twenty-three and twenty-two
percent, respectively, preferred the political and the
socio-econouhc pictures. Table IV also shows that Pic-
ture 178, preferred by twenty percent of the students
and rated third in Group (6), rated second in Group (13).
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While not as clear or as full of action as Pictures 85
and 121, Picture 178, a celebration, was preferred to
Picture 462, a view of a barren, cold, inhospitable-
looking oil field. Table XVI shows that both sexes
preferred Picture 399, the struggle picture.
Group (14) . People in motion are shown in these
pictures. Picture 271, socio-economic, shows pioneers
of the nineteenth century migrating into the West. Pic-
ture 307, political, was described in Group (2), and Pic-
ture 630, struggle, was described in Group (9). Table
IV shows that 224 pupils, the dominant number, preferred
the socio-economic picture. Picture 307, political, was
preferred next in this group, by twenty-nine percent of
the students, while it was preferred third in Group (2)
by twenty-one percent of the students. In Group (14)
Picture 630 was preferred by the third largest percent-
age of pupils, while in Group (9) it v/as preferred by the
second largest percentage. The characters in Pictures
271 and 307 are "moving" toward the observer -- at least
facial expressions are evident; but in Picture 630, a
column of troops is marching away from the observer --
only their backs are in evidence. The author believes
that this is why Picture 630 was third choice of the
students in Group (14). He believes that Picture 630
was second-choice in Group (9) because, in comparison
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with Picture 509, a view of a stolid, expressionless
group of people, it at least had some amount of action.
Table XVI indicates that both sexes preferred Picture
271, the socio-economic picture, in Group (14).
Group (15) . The pictures in this group consist of
the portraits of individuals. Picture 269, socio-econ-
omic, was described in Group (10). Picture 415, Struggle,
is a portrait of General Grant in uniform, and Picture
561, political, is a portrait of Theodore Roosevelt.
Table IV shows that thirty-eight percent of the pupils,
the dominant percentage, preferred socio-economic Picture
269, while the struggle and political portraits were pre-
ferred in the order named. Picture 269, as noted above,
was preferred in Group (10) by thirty-four percent of
the pupils, the second largest percentage in that group.
Table XVI reveals that both sexes preferred Picture 269,
socio-economic, in Group (15). Apparently students pre-
fer informal-type portraits, such as Picture 269, to the
formal portrait, such as Picture 561.
Group ( 16 ) . As in Group (15), these are also por-
traits of individuals. Picture 415, struggle, consists
of the individual portraits of several Civil War Generals;
Picture 482, political, consists of the individual por-
traits of four post -Civil War statesmen and politicians;
%
and Picture 593, socio-economic, is a portrait of social
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reformer Susan B. Anthony. Table IX indicates that
241 pupils, the dominant number, preferred the struggle
portraits, while the socio-economic portrait and the
political portraits were preferred in the order named.
Table XVI shows that both sexes preferred the struggle
portraits in Picture 413.
Table IX . Table IX reveals that dominant numbers
of the student participants preferred the struggle pic-
tures in nine groups, the socio-economic pictures in
four groups, and the political pictures in three groups.
An examination of the arithmetic means in this
table reveals that, on the average, 205 students pre-
ferred struggle pictures, 155.5 students preferred socio-
economic pictures, and 153.6 pupils preferred political
pi ctures
.
Table XVI . Table XVI reveals that the boys pre-
ferred the struggle pictures in thirteen groups, while
the girls preferred the struggle pictures in but five
groups. For both sexes, the largest percentage of those
who preferred struggle pic tures preferred Picture 399 in
Group (13). Dominant percentages of both sexes pre-
ferred struggle Pictures 145, 171, 235, 399 and 413.
The girls preferred the socio-economic pictures in
seven groups, while the boys preferred the socio-econom-
ic pictures in three groups. For both sexes, the largest
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percentage of those who preferred socio-economic pic-
tures preferred Picture 543 in Group (4). Dominant
percentages of both sexes preferred socio-economic Pic-
tures 269,
-271, and 343.
The girls preferred the political pictures in four
groups - the boys did not prefer any political pictures
in Groups (1) through (16). The largest percentage
(fifty-five percent) of those girls who preferred poli-
tical pictures preferred Picture 185 in Group (8).
Interpretation of the Data Concerning Groups (17 )
and (18) in Part C Of" the^ Inquiry Form .
As noted in Chapter II of this paper. Groups (17)
and (18) were included in the inquiry form to determine
student reaction to the various types of portraits.
Group ( 17
)
. Picture 418 is an informal -type por-
trait of famous men taking part in an historic event.
Picture 678 is a portrait of an individual, and Picture
719 is an informal-type group portrait of two or more
famous men. Table X indicates that 214 pupils, the dom-
inant number., preferred Picture 418, the picture of famous
men taking part in a famous event; but note that 215 pu-
pils, a very close second, preferred Picture 719, the in-
formal portrait of two or more famous men. Table IV
shows that only seventy-eight pupils, fifteen percent of
the 524 pupils, preferred Picture 678, the individual
portrait
.
Table IV reveals that the dominant percentage of
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males preferred Picture 418, the informal portrait of fam-
ous men taking part in an historic event. The dominant per-
centage of females preferred Picture 719, the informal group
portrait of two or more men.
Group ( 18
)
. Picture 375 shows famous men taking part
in an historic event. Picture 432 is a portrait of an indiv-
idual, and Picture 603 is an informal portrait of two or
more famous men. Table X indicates that 228 pupils, the
dominant number, preferred Picture 375, famous men in an his-
toric event. The next largest number of pupils, as was the
case for Group (17), preferred the informal portrait of two
or more famous men. Picture 608. As was the case for Group
(17), Table IV shows that the smallest number of pupils,
eighty-six students (sixteen percent), preferred the individ-
ual portrait. Picture 432 in Group (18). Table IV reveals
that the dominant percentage of males and females preferred
Picture 375, famous men in a famous event.
Tabl e X . The arithmetic means in Table X reveal that,
on the average, 221 pupils preferred pictures of famous men
taking part in a famous event, 199.5 students preferred in-
formal group portraits of two or more men, and but 82 stu-
dents preferred portraits of individuals.
Interpretation of the Data Concerning Groups (19)
and (20
)
in Part C o f the Inquiry Fo rm.
As noted in Chapter II of this paper, Groups (19) and
(20) were included in the inquiry form to determine student
preference for those pictures which contain varying
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amounts of action.
Group ( 19
)
. Picture 491 is a picture of violent
action. No action is evident in Picture 509, but some
action is evident in Picture 819. Table XI reveals
that 194 pupils, the dominant number, preferred the
action scene. Picture 491, while the pictures contain-
ing some action and no action were preferred in the or-
der named.
Table IV shows that the dominant percentage of
males preferred the action scene, while the dominant
percentage of females preferred the picture with some
action.
Group (20) . Picture 251 contains some action. Pic-
ture 399 contains violent action, and Picture 633 con-
tains no action. Table XI indicates that 242 pupils,
the dominant number, preferred Picture 251, containing
some action, while the pictures containing no action
and action were preferred in the order named.
Table IV reveals that the dominant percentages of
both sexe3 preferred Picture 251, containing some action.
Table XI . The author feels that the results as to
preference for action in Group (20) have been distorted
by an extraneous factor which he did not consider in
constructing the inquiry form — Pictures 251 and 633
both appeal to patriotic zeal and national pride as
«i
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much as to the students’ preference or lack of prefer-
ence for action. Therefore proper allowance for this
distortion must he made in interpreting the arithmetic
means in this table. The invalid means indicate that,
on the average, 200.5 pupils preferred pictures con-
taining some action, 158.5 pupils preferred pictures
containing action, and the least average number, 143.5
pupils, preferred pictures containing no action.
Interpretation of the Data Concerning Group (^1 )
in Part C of the Inquiry Form .
As noted in Chapter II of this paper. Group (21)
was included in the inquiry form for its social implica-
tions - which level of society, as reflected in pic-
tures of homes, attracts student interest? Table IV
reveals that forty-3ix percent of the pupils, the dom-
inant percentage, preferred Picture 395, a photograpn
of slave cabins, inhabited by the lowest class in the
pre -Civil V/ar South. Twenty-six percent of the pupils
preferred Picture 268, a drawing of a southern mansion,
inhabited by the aristocracy of the South. The smallest
percentage of pupils (twenty-five percent), preferred
Picture 839, a photograph of a typical middle-class
modern home. The dominant percentages of both sexes pre-
ferred Picture 395. The poor living conditions of the
negro slave seem to have attracted the sympathy of the
predominant numbers of high school youth.
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Reactions of Students Toward Struggle, So cio -Ec -
onomic. and Political Pi ctures .
Table XVII shows that the average number of pupils
who liked struggle, socio-economic, and political pic-
tures, respectively, exceeds the average number of pu-
pils who regarded the pictures in any one of those cate-
gories with combined attitudes of indifference and dis-
like. Thus it can be said that students like struggle,
socio-economic, and political pictures.
Table XVII shows that the largest average numbers
of students liked and preferred struggle pictures, while
decreasingly smaller average numbers of students liked
and preferred socio-economic pictures and political pic-
tures in the order named.
Table XVIII shows that of the twelve struggle, twelve
socio-economic, and twelve political pictures listed in
Part A of the inquiry form, dominant numbers of students
liked ten struggle, nine socio-economic, and seven poli-
tical pictures. Three political pictures, but no
struggle and socio-economic pictures, were disliked.
Of the pictures in the first sixteen groups in Part B of
the inquiry form, nine struggle, four socio-economic,
and three political pictures were preferred. Thus it
can be said that students express first preference for
and like struggle pictures most; second preference is
given to socio-economic pictures, while political pic-
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tures are preferred and liked least.
Tables XIX and XX reveal that male students do
not vary in their reactions from those expressed by
the total student participants, except that males de-
cidedly prefer struggle pictures to pictures of a socio-
economic nature. While male students liked some poli-
tical pictures in Part when given a choice in each
of the first sixteen groups in Part B of a political,
struggle, or socio-economic picture, no dominant num-
ber of males preferred a political picture to a struggle
or socio-economic picture.
Tables XXI and XXII show that female students like
political, socio-economic, and struggle pictures. But
unlike the boys, the girls liked the struggle pictures
in Part A least. Table XXII shows that, when given a
preference, girls express first preference for socio-
economic pictures, second preference for struggle pic-
tures, and a close third preference for political pic-
tures
, ;
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A Tabulati on o 1 the Arithmet ic Means
in Table's V, vY/ VI I_ and IX .
Category Attitudes of Average Numbers of Students
Like Di slike Indif-
ferent
Sum
Dis & I
Preferred
No
.
No
.
No. No. No
.
Struggle : c2 5 . o ... 110.0 .88 .3 .198.3 205.0
Socio-Ec : 307.7 114.3 101.4 215.7 155.5
Political
:
293.6 123 .
2
106.1 229.3 153.6 -
Table XVIII •• The Number of Pictures in Each Category
Toward Which Dominant Numbers of Stu-
dents Expressed the Various Attitudes.
Cat ego ryw Attitude
Like Di slike Sum
Dis 6c I
Preferred
Struggle : 10 0 2 9
Socio-Ec : 9 0 3 4
Political 7 3 2 3
Sources: Tables V, VI, VII and IX •
Table XIX •• A Tabulation of the Arithmetic Means
Mflle. in Tables XII, XIII and XIV.
Category Attitudes of Average Percentages of Males
Like Di slike Indi f
-
ferent
Sum
Dis oc I
Pet . Pet
.
Efi-t...
Struggle 68 16 16 32
Socio-Ec : 56 23 21 44
Political: 51 27 22 49
., .
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Table XX : The Number of Pictures in Each Cate-
gory Toward Which Dominant Numbers of
Males Expressed the Various Attitudes.
Category'' Attitude
\
Like Dislike Sum
Di s & I
Preferred
Struggle : 11 0 * 1 13
Socio-Ec : 8 1 3 3
Politi cal
:
6.5 3 2.5 0 ’
Sources : Tables XII, XIII, XIV and XVI.
Table XXI : A Tabulation of the Arithmetic Lleans .
Females, in Tables XII. XIII and XIV .
Category Attitudes of Average Percentages of Females .
Like Dislike Indi f-
f©rent
Sum
Dis & I
Pet
.
Pet
.
Pet
.
Pet.
Political: 61 20 19 39
Socio-Ec : 61 21 18 39
Struggle : 57 26 17 43
.r- a;
Table XXII ;: The Number of Pictures in Each Category
Toward Which Dominant Numbers of Females
Expressed the Various Attitudes.
Category* Attitude
Like Di slike Sum Preferred
Dis & I
Socio-Ec : 10 0 2 7
Political
:
8 2 2 4
Struggle : 6 1 5 5
ft
Sources : Tables XII, XIII, XIV and XVI
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Conclusions .
Because of the definite reactions which the parti-
cipants evidenced toward certain of the pictures and cer-
tain of the categories used in this survey, the follow-
ing statements would appear to be justified as conclusions
resulting from the study.
Senior high school students like struggle pictures —
pictures containing such subject matter as military events
and personages, naval events and materiel (such as war-
ships), and non-military riots.
Senior high school students like pictures of a socio-
economic nature.
Senior high school pupils like pictures of a politi-
cal nature, particularly those which appeal to their
sense of national pride.
The largest number of senior high school students
like struggle pictures; the next largest number like
socio-economic pictures, and the smallest number like
-95 -
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political pictures.
Given a choice between struggle, socio-economic,
and political pictures, the largest number of senior
high school pupils prefer struggle pictures; the next
largest number of students prefer socio-economic pic-
tures; and the smallest number of pupils prefer poli-
tical pictures.
Senior high school boys like struggle, socio-econ-
omic, and political pictures.
Senior high school girls like struggle, socio-econ-
omic, and political pictures.
The largest percentage of senior high school males
like struggle pictures. The largest percentage of sen-
ior high school females like political as much as they
like socio-economic pictures.
The second largest percentage of nigh school boys
like socio-oconomic pictures, while the smallest percent-
age of boys like political pictures. The smallest per-
centage of high school girls like struggle pictures.
Given a choice between struggle, socio-economic,
and political pictures, most senior high school males
prefer struggle pictures, while the rest prefer socio-
economic pictures. No males prefer political to struggle
or socio-economic pictures.
Given a choice between struggle, socio-economic, and
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political pictures, tiie largest number of senior high
school girls prefer socio-economic pictures; the next
largest number prefer struggle pictures; and the small-
est number prefer political pictures.
On the average, eleven percent more boys than girls
in the senior high school like struggle pictures.
On the average, five percent more girl3 than boys
in the senior high school like socio-economic pictures.
Ten percent more girls tnan boys, on the average,
like political pictures.
Most senior high school pupils either dislike or
feel indifferent to individual portraits. The only
individual portraits they appear to like are those of
persons who hold particularly esteemed positions in
the patriotic lore of our country -- men such as Lincoln -
and those informal-type portraits which show a famous
person associated with that which made him famous —
such portraits as that which shows Eli Whitney working
on his cotton gin.
Eleven percent more girls than boys, on the average,
like individual portraits.
Given a choice between an individual portrait, an
informal group portrait of two or more men, or an infor-
mal-type portrait of famous men taking part in an his-
toric event, senior high school students prefer the pic-
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ture of famous men taking part In an historic event.
If it were a choice between an individual portrait
and an informal group portrait of two or more men, the
students would prefer the informal group portrait.
In general, high school pupils like, even demand,
illustrated history textbooks.
Suggestions For Further Research .
Make a similar survey with the objective of deter-
mining what particular types of ni story textbook illus-
trations senior or junior high school teachers of his-
tory like to use in their teaching.
Repeat the portions of this survey which are based
upon portraits and upon struggle, socio-economic, and
political pictures to determine what types appeal to
junior high school students of history. Compare re-
sults with the results of thi 3 survey.
Make a survey based upon history textbook pictures
which would indicate the social sympathies of the parti-
cipants. The data obtained from Group (21) of the in-
quiry form used in this survey are insufficient to be
a true gauge of social interests. A portion of the sur-
vey could also be based upon pictures containing varying
amounts of action. The data obtained from Group (20)
of tne inquiry form used in this survey are invalid be-
cause the pictures in the group measured other factors
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beside those they were intended to measure.
Make a survey based upon types of history text-
book illustrations other than those used in this study
-- graphs, charts, maps, cartoons, tables, and so forth.
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PUPIL INTEREST IN THE ILLUSTRATIONS
OF A HISTORY TEXTBOOK
L. L. Wheeler
If you are a boy, put a circle with pen or pencil around the word "Boy"
if a girl, encircle the word "Girl."'
Boy Girl
The pictures in history textbooks vary as to the subject matter that
they illustrate. For example, in Muzz.ey 1 s A History Of Our Country ,
the subject matter of the picture on page 80 is a method of travel ,
that of the picture on page 82 is household furnishings and utensils ,
that of the picture on page 83 is a famous hom e, and the subject matter
of the picture on page 117 is a gathering of people .
A. Directions : What types of subject matter do you like to see pic-
tured in a history textbook? The page numbers of certain pictures in
Muzzey 1 s A History Of Our Country which illustrate different types of
subject matter are listed below. If you like the subject matter of
the picture on a certain page, put a circle around the word "Like"; if
you dislike it, encircle the letters "Dis" (for Dislike); if you are
indifferent
. neither liking nor disliking it, encircle the letter "I"
( for Indifferent ). Judge a picture only on the basis of its subject
matter— do not decide for or against a picture on the basis of the
amount of detail, the artistic quality, or because the picture is a
drawing, painting, or photograph.
Page Page Page
82 Like Dis I 292 Like Dis I 491 Like ' Dis I
117 Like Dis I 294 Like Dis I 536 Like Dis . I
121 Like Die I 307 Like Dis I 566 Like Dis I
137 Like Dis I 309 Like Dj.s I 581 Like Dis I
145 Like Dis I 375 Like Dis I 593 Like Dis I
178 Like Dis I 383 Like Dis I 630 Like Dis I
182 Like Dis I 387 Like Dis I 671 Like Dis I
185 Like Dis I 389 Like Dis I 673 Like Dis I
235 Like Dis I 399 Like Dis I 676 Like Dis I
251 Like Dis I 418 Like Dis I 678 Like Dis I
265 Like Dis I 432 Like Dis I 697 Like Dis I
268 Like Dis I 458 Like Dis I 819 Like Dis I
269 Like Dis I 462 Like Dis I 824 Like Dis I
271 Like Dis I 479 Like Dis I 839 Like Dis I
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B. Directions : Items (1) and (2) encircle
Item (3) - - - - encircle
either "Yes" or "No",
either “8" or "6".(1)
Do you make use of the pictures in your textbooks
while studying your lesson as a help in under-
standing it?
(2) Would you like a history textbook containing no
pictures?
(3) Suppose you are given a history lesson which
covers 8 pages of your textbook. If 2 of these
pages are pictures, do you believe that you are
studying a lesson of 8 pages or of 6 pages?
C. Directions : What one cloture in each group do you like beat?
Compare the pictures listed by page number in each group below.
Encircle the page number of the one picture you like best in
Group (1), the one picture you like best in C-roup (2), and so
on. Consider subject matter only.
Group Page
(1) 83
137
671
(2) 307
458
491
(3) 9
219
418
(4) 343
479
676
(5) 145
375
581
(6) 85
121
178
(7) 171
383
819
(8) 185
633
839
(9) 509
630
665
(10) 269
294
409
(11) 182
387
697
Group Page
(12) 235
343
375
(13) 178
399
462
(14) 271
307
630
(15) 269
415
561
(16) 413
482
593
(17) 418
678
719
(18) 375
432
608
(19) 491
509
819
(20) 251
399
633
(21) 268
395
839
I3
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